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FOREWORD

Developments in adult education during the past few years have
attracted general public interest. Reports, lisase4 upon .scientific
studies, that ability to learn efficiently continues' until late in life,

were given widespread dissemination. The significance of this fact
for education was readily comprehended not only by schoolmen but
by the lay public. This together with a combination of conditions
arising out of the depressionwhich emphasized the needs for adult
education, and at the same time provided favorable opportunities for
organiAing programs to meet the needs, resulted in a stimulation to
adult education heretofore unexperienced.

Previously there had been some sporadic efforts to provide edAca-
tional opportunities to meet the glaring deficiencies in population
groups such as illiterates and aliens. However, there had not de-
veloped the realization that adult education should be an integral
part of our educational program necessary to meet needs that can
best be provided for during adulthood.

This survey report reviews developmerits in adult education, and
from an analysis of current practices and prevailing thought, sum-
marizes trends and indicates a developing philosophy underlying the
determination of objectives and programs. It is believed that it will
not only be valuable to workers in this specific field of education, but
òwing to the fact that it gives consideration to 'adult education as a
part of a complete program for an educated citizenry, it will be of
interest to school administrators and professional persons who are in
a position to influence educational thought.

BESS GOODYKOONTZI

Assistant Commissioner of Education.



CHAPTER IV

ADULT EDUCATION

RECENCY OF THE ADULT EDUCATION MOVEMENT

Adult education as an organized movement in the United States
is of recent origin. In fact, the term "adult ed4fation" did not come

into general use until .about 1924. In that year the Carnegie Cor-
poration of New York called the first pnference on adult education
held in America. That corporation continued its interest in this
field, and as a result of the conference studies were undertaken that
eventuated in publications on: Correspondence schools, lyceums, and
Chautauquas, educational opportunities for young workers; libraries
and adult educatipn; new schools for older sfudents; and the univer-
sity afield.- Another national conference and several regional con-

ferences were held, under the auspices of the Carnegie Corporation,
within a short time. These studies and conferences revealed that
there was considerable mutual interest among a number of educational
agencies and educational fields in the promotion of educational oppor-
tunities for adults. By 1926 this interest had developed into a
unified effort for bringing about a national organization for this
purpose. In March of that year this effort was consummated under
the sponsorship of the Carnegie Corporation, and the American
Association for Adult Education was effected at Chicago on the 26th
of that month.

It is not meant to imply that previous to 1924 there were no efforts

to provide educational opportunities for specitil groups of adults,
but to point out that educational opportunitiesin accordance with
social needsfor adults as a class, constituting a distinct group in
our population, had -not been regarded as a public responsibility.
Some special and unrelated forms of education for adults have long
existed. A few of the more recent ones which were important factors
leading to the present adult education movement, but which had their
origins in practices still more remote, include the lyceum, the Chautau-

AuaTiecture courses, and university extension classes. In yet more

recent times we have witnessed the development on a large scale of
public vocational education programs, óf Federal programs for the
vocational rehaliilitation of World War veterans, and of cooperative
programs op the part of the Federal and State Governments for the
vocational rehabilitation of disabled civilians. It is also to be noted
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that the World War quickened the interest in Americanization classes
and in the need for giving attention to programs for the removal of
illiteracy.

It is apparent, therefore, that for y years there has been develop-
ing a consciousness, on a national sc -; of the need for adult education.
Workers in various fields of education who heretofore thought, labored,
and planned independently in providing their specialized offerings
for adults, are now beginning to realize that it is an advantage to
study and plan together for the further education of persons who
havb passed the public-school age. Workers in the various phases
of education of value to adults realize that the psychology of the
adult is to be understood and that he is to be Made the. center of a
program to which each phase makes a definite and specific contribu-
tion. With this growing consciousness of the needs of atilt educa-
tion, it is not surprising that, today educational activities for adults
are carried on by many different agencies, on various educational
levels and in a great variety of subject-matter fields. In a large city
school system they may be directed as part of the program of several
administrative divisions. Educational offerings for adults cross-
section so many phases and units of educational work flat they
cannot at present be- set within the limits of a particular program.
It is not strange, therdore, that no generally accepted definition for
"Oult eduCation" yet exists. In fact, there has been no specific
effort to formulate one. Rather the leaders in this movement have
assumed that if a circumscribing definition is necessary it will grow
out of the practices and the programs as they develop in the future.

From the foregoing statements it can be correctly concluded that
the adult education movement is in an era of expansion. In the early
beginnings educational opportunities for adults were largely limited
to two classes of persons and to two objectives, namely, to persons
who in early life had not had elementary school advantages and were
in need of educational training for the removal of illiteracy, and to
foreign-born who were in need of educational advantages to over-
come the handicaps attendant upon immigration. At the present
time the scope of adult education has been extended, at least in
theory, to include public respotsibility for providing opportunities
for any class whose further education will serve social needs. This
broadening of the assunled base of adult education is the result of a
growing public opinion that we have neglected too long one of the
most direct and effective means for raising the educational standards
of our whole citizenry. Consequently, mumerous school systems,
especially in the larger cities, are beginning to include as a part of
their programs, instruction in various subjects that meet the interests
and needs of adult perriis. These interests and needs are of such
wide variety that they4 demand for their satisfaction as comprehen;
sive a list of subjects as is found in the curricula for adolescents.

,.



ADULT EbUCAT ION

DETERMINATION OF NEEDS FOR ADULT 4DUCATION

During the past few years 1 ders in the adult education movement
have given inuch thou- critical determination and statement of
the needs, both of ety and of the individual, for educational oppor-
tunities for adults. The importance of seeking the objectives for
adult education in the shortcomings of group and individual activities
carried on under %normal living conditions has been emphasized. A
survey of the literature of adult education for the past 3 or 4 yòars
reveals the fact that leaders in this phase of education and educational
philosophers are attempting scientifically to establisli the néeds for
adult education through an examination of the fields or human
activities.

3

A summary of the needs for educational opportunities,for adults as
set forth during the past few years biwriters in this field of education
would include deficiencies of adults in:

(1) Fundamentals of education necessary for intelligent citizenship.
In time past a great deal has been said about the success of a democracy
being conditioned by an intelligent citizenry, but it remained for the
advocates of adulteducation to point out the urgent need for providing
educational opportunities for adults deficient in the fundamentals of
education. While no objective standards have been devised for
determining the amount and character of minimum educational quill-
fications for the efficient discharge of citizenship responsibilities, leaders
in the adult, educational movement have during the past few years
indicated more clearly than was ever done before the imPortance of
having all persons educated to read understandingly the public press
and historical literature dealing with our national development; to
formulate and express opinions on social, civic, and economic questions ;

to porsue efficiently a vocation; and to possess mathematical aMlities
neçessary for ordinary business transactions. Adult education at the
present time is setting a goal for "functional literacy" rather than the
"ability to read and write." a k fact, one of the recent outstanding
contributions of adult education to educational thought is the
emphasis that it is placing on the importance of setting the minirpum
qualifications for citizenship abilities at a mark that will enable the
individual to participate in social, civic, and economic affairs that
require group action on a local, State, or national basis.

The philosophers of the adult education movement Rive calling public
attention to the fact that our program of education for the maintenance
and safeguarding of our democratic form of government is predicated
upon the assumption that this aim is to he realized through the edu-
cational training of the total group of individuals for the efficient dis-
charge of citizenship duties, and not as in some countries, through the
training of leaders. Adult education is in the vanguard of the battle
for individual competency for membership in a democratic society.
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(2) General cultural abilities: An examination of recent literature
and programs of adult education reveals a surprising amount:of atten-
tion to training for generaLcultural values. Adult education practices
are broad enough to include the basic assumption that "man shall not
live by bread alone." Milk education is making articulate this
philosophy of life in its attempt to provide courses in art, literature,
music, .the drama, and other subjects that have for their specific pur-
pose the development of aesthetic abilities. The objectives of training
in cultural subjects are for both appreciatioli and production A; ues.
On the part_ of the individuals these objectives represent : normal
tendency to continue, with maturity, a study of those th s from
which they will derive increasing aesthetic pleasures.

Examples of educational activities to meet cultural needs of ;411ults
include directed visits to art galleries and loan exhibits for studies in
appreciation, group meetings conducted as a part of a program of
library activities for instruction in art appreciation, evening classes
and other group meetings for developing skill in production, and radio
broadcasts for art appreciation. An example of the last activity
is the weekly broadcast by the public schools of Cincinnati on some
ell-known work of art. If a coign picture is to be the subje0 of
study for a given week, the listeners are advised that inexpensive prints
may be obtained for a few cents. With these copies in the hands of
the radio 'audience the broadcasterthe director of art ip the public
schoolsgives a lesson in appreciation of the picture.

(3) Abilities as citizens to cope with changes in, social-civic condi-
tions .Changes taking place in social-civic life after one leaves the
lull-time (adolescent) ichool make it important that educational
opportunities be Provided that will aid the adult citizen to revise pat-
terns of thopght learned in youth, to meet current conditions and to
acquire new facts and interpret them in the light of principles applicable
to modern trends. For example:

(a) There are changes that necessitate the development of better
relationships with groups within our own country and with foreign
countries. The development of improved relationships, .however, is
conditioned by a better understanding of other groups and classes
that will result in a more tolerant attitude toward them. Changes
are continually going on that make it necessary that selfishness and
provincialism in our thinking about problems that involve human rela-
tionships must give way to a wider conception of human relatioAs.
Improved facilities for the transmission of intelligence, the telegraph,
the telephone, the radio, have broken down local barriers to an 62c-

change of communications and greatly widened, geographically, the
range for the transaction of business and for carrying on governmental
and social activities. Improved transportation facilities both for
person's and for commodities have also played an important part in
broadeniniithe basis for human relations. As a result of such develop-
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ments there is need for an improved understanding and an attitude of
mind that will be a binding force for harmoMous relations among
classes;groups, and nations. The need for such a binding force is
apparent in questions 15ertaining to the size of local political divisions4
the administration of local governments and social services, the basis
for public revenues, the responsibility for charity and for human relief
necessitated by disasters and emergencies opcasioned by natural
causes, and the settlement of disputes involving industrial and 14bor
problems. Leaders in the aduli education movement are pointir4 to
the need for providing educational opportunities to adult citizens that
*ill enable them to study these problems and to act intelligently in
the control they exercise over them.

(b) There are continual changes\ that necessitate the revision of at ti-
tudes toward, and the development of abilities to participate in the
control of, human institutions such as schools, penal and corrective
institutions, hospitals, and homes for ,the aged and unfortunate. No
educatimal provisions for adolescents can qualify for adult functioning
in these citizenship responsibilities unless supplemented by later study.
Adult educational opportunities either of a formal or informal charac-
ter are imperative for meeting this.social need.

(c) There are changes going on which affect human and natural
resources that call for the conservation of them to meet individual and
group needs. The conservation of human life through preventive
and remedial measures in the field of health, including hygiene and
sanitation ; and the conservation of natural resources such as land, for-
ests, mineral product's, sources of food tupplies, and wildlife, demands
study on the part bf adutis for intelligent participation in group action
for the direction of activitienor conservation in these fields.

Adult education is pointing out that the press, the radio, and in-
cidentil/sources of information alone, are not adequate to meet the
needs of many of our adult citizens for pertinent information and its
interpretation relative to problems in social-civic life, and that, there-
fore, it is a Oublic responsibility to furnish-opportunities for study and
public discussion of such questions that will be fair and unprejudiced
and free from any partisan or commercial Motive.

(4) Vdcational training for job improvement and for adjustment--
Opportunities for vocational tiaining for adults is needed for (a) up-
grading in effiçiency on a present job, (b) promotion to a job in the

e line of work, and (c) a new job in the case where a present job
mes obsolete. The full-time adolescent vocational sch'ool (for

nonprofessional occupatidns) cannot prepare youth to hold a journey-
man's position. For this reason and for the further reason that tech-
nological conditions are bringing about changes in job recarements,
vocational, training for adults is neceAsary to meet the three needs
stated.

s,
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION FOR ADULTS

No social movement can gain much headway without ayphilosophy
that makes an appeal to universal principles upoli which'soit4 life is
based. The Present adult education movement, emerging as it has
fran various forms of educational provisions for 'adultsprovided
largely for meeting exigencies in educational needs as they arose--
has developéd no formal statement of a body of philosophy that points
out its functions as a social service or indicates underlying principles
upon which its operation is bask'. The following quotations from
students of adult education indicate that attention is being given to
this question: t

In reality, adult education is the only education. We 'send youngsters
to school in their earlyyears, not because that is the best time for an education
but because at that time we cannot think of anything else to do with them.
We find it difficult to tell ourselves what we are educating our children for,
though we all faithfully repeat the old formula, "Until you know what
philosophy you are educating by, there can be no education." I am sure
that we shall not know what we are educating the youngsters for until we
have told ourselves what adult education is for.JoHN ERSKINE. In To
Return to Creative .Endeavor.

Helve we may as welVadmit that it is not the education of children that
can save the world from destruction; it is the education of adults; it is the
adult who must be released from his provincial mindedness, his animistic
prejudices, his narrow custOms, his obs.olete habits; it is the adult who must
be given the chançe to becpme free in a world of science, tolerance, hunian
sympathy, and intelligent organization.JOSEPH K. HART. In Prologue
to Part I, Adult Education in Action.

It (adult education) is a preservative of democracy; a prop of stability;
,a horse upon which we vainly pursue the fleeing boundaries of knowledge; a
bridge between the generations; a cement, strengthening group spirit and
group thought and action; a restorer of lost arts and handicrafts; an insurance
against misspent leisure; a weapon in the economic struggle.Lucr WILcox
A AM& In To Enlarge Our Horizons.

The sum total of human kiwwledge has become so great in modern times
or the reason 'that it is the accumulation of ages. New elements of knowledge

are added to the stock existing at any one time. Of course some kiowledge is
always being lost, but if the elements-that are lost are fewer than,the new
elements that are added, then knowledge grows by a process of accumula-
tion. The growth of knowledge is thus becoming one of the major
problems of soeiety. How shall it be met? The answer seems to be adult
education.W1LLIAm F. 04313ITRN. In To Keep Abreast,of Knowledge.1

sv**

From a study of present educational inogramsmtor adults and of
recent literature in this field, trends are discovered that indicate that
the philosophy of education for adults is based upon the assumption
that:

I The above quotations are taken from Adult Education in Action, edited by Mary L. Ely. American
Association for Adult Education, 00 East 42d St., New York.
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(1) EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADULTS CONSTITUTE A NECESSARY PRO-
- TEeTIVE DEVICE FOR A DEMOCRATIC FORM OF GOVERNMENT

In a democracy such as ours, sovereignty is lodged in the, people.
In order that may protect itself it is necessary that adult
citizens be educated for exercising intelligenlly the duties and responsi-
bilities which devolve upon them for maintaining and promoting the
general welfare 'and for securing to each the maximum opportunities
for individual development consistent with the rights of others. This
philosophy implies .that those who are exercising the privileges and
rights of citizenship should be provided opportunities that will co.m-
Pensate for any gaps in their past education and that will meet' needs
as they arise.

It is to be noted, in this connection, that while in the early history
of our democracy educational opportunities were much more limited
thin at present., the electorate was also Much more limited than it is
now. Moreover, during the early period oui citizenry was a much
more homogeneous group ;Ilan it has been since that time. -Since the
founding of our democrac slavery has been abolished and the former
bondsmen, with their millions of descendants, are recognized by the,
supreme law of the land as citizens; also since the early days of the
Republic our population has been increased by millions fróm foteign
countries, who in turn have left as desceidants millions more, maily of
whom require more than one generation for complete adjustinent to
American ideals and practices, especially those residing in the large
cities. Furthermore, today there is not the opportunity for citizens
to meet in itiass and to discuss orally civic and social problems as was
done in the old New England town meeting. Such educational
experiences are now impossible, if for utrotlier- reason than because
of the great number of citizens in any locality. In addition, social
life with its attendant problems is becoming more complex. When
under these conditions universal suffrage, with few exceptions, to-
gether with the right to hold office, becomes a legal right for both
sexes, the assumption that adult education is necessary as a protective
device for democracy seems to be sound philosophy.

A" few quotatiofis frdm students of Americart education writing on
adoit 'education topics mill indicate the development 4f, thout aloig
this line.

The associate sliperin.tendent of schools of New York City, William
E. Grady, calls atiention in the following language to thq significance
of a philosophy CA education that will itress the preparation of adults
for discharging the duties of cititens:

O

NOW

If *Q. citizenship must decide difficult economic, financial, and polipcal .. ..1-
. issues tUaugh -the medium of the ballot or through social pressure exgrted -.).

.

upon legislative or executive bodies, will the education and training giti&Zbd ..:

Will a grammar-school education insure the success of our democracy in the
thrbsgh completion of the elementary school or even the high school suffice/ .

,_ ) ' . '
.
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future? Mature men and wornen, uneducated to meet their political and
social responsibilities, are analogous to grown-ups who, despite their ma-
turit , dress themselves in swaddling clothes and play on a sand ile.
Through the vertical extension of schooling to all who a ly, we can and
should develop a vigor and maturity of thought and respo isivenets to civic
ideals that will insure a citizenship competent to meet tht compelling and
inescapable demands of a democracy such as our forefathe conceived.i

A. Caswell Ellis, in writing on the question "Can we afford 'adult
education?" emphasizes the same viewpoint when he says that

. a the processes of civic, social, and economic life have become so
complicated that the knowledge, attitudes, and skill needed to handle them
cannot be aAequately mastered in the brief period-of childhood and youth.3

George Melcher, superintendent of schools of Kansas City, Mo.,
addressing a conference on, adult education at the University of
Missouri, points out that it is essential that adults study current
social, economic, and political questions if pre4nt-day problems are
to-be suecessfully handled.

With the rapid changes that are going oil in the economic, sociaL avi
political life of our people'it -has become immensely important that Adillis
continue to learn. A study of the educational level of the American people
shows that millions of these people haye had their only education in the' elementary schools where they learned reading and writing and a few simple
facts *of geography and history. They are today the men and the twmen
who are handling the iiffairs of the Nation. If they have not continued to
study social problems, econ'omic problems, and politiCat problems they are

lly incapable of coping with the situation today. . .

his program of adult education runs the entire gamut from the primary'
gras es to the university ldv'el It is the biggest jobs before the American
people in the next quarter of a century and unless this problem is solved in

urban coMmunities and in rural communities it makes us shudder as to the
outcome for democracy. The public schools were founded in order to per-
petuate democracy and at the lime of, thp, founding of these schools it was

not realized that the education of the illasies of the people would need to
eitrici beyond the teen age. Now we know that in addition to educating
the children of elementary-and high-school levels it it nedessary to ,continue
the education of the entire adult population. This must be done by extend,-

ing the function of the public schools and also. the cooperative action of
various adult ediicationar organizations,4 .1, 7

"4

The importance of including in 'our philosophy of education the

tenet that adults must be students 'of oiiric .conditioris thata..are in-.

fluenced by fixed practices of the past, is stiessed by Presideiii-Butler
in aq article bn adult education entitled "To Keep Our Minds Open."
He says:

Men say that they were born into this political party or that, into thia.
fotm of xeligious belief or that, into this social conviction or that. Are not
such statembilteit confessiotz that their:minds are dosed; that they have

Grady,
,

William E. Men and Women a-t School: Adult Education. In The Thirty-seventh Anpuel-
Report of the SuOeiiixtendent of Schools, City of New York.

.L . 3 Ellis, A. Caswell. Can We Afford Adult Education? In Adult Education in Action, p, 64.
4 meleher, George. Adult Education Urban Centers. Conference on Adult Education. University-of -

Missouri Bulletin, vol. 35, no. 22, Education aeries 1934, No. 33.
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shut theihselves Within walls over which they cannot see, much less climb?
Under such circumstances how can they participate in responsibility for a
democratic society? How can they pass judgment upon ever new and press-
ing problems? This is neither a promising nor a satisfactory outlook for
democratic society. . . . If we can only devise ways and means to
reach the human bèing who has passed out of the formal period of instrudion
and to keep his mind open and stimulated and guided, lyee 'shall build a
society in which ideas will have a better chance to develop than they have at
present, and one in which our people will be much better able to bear iespon-
sibility for public conduct, to shape public policy, and to choose public

than they now are.'

. Cartwright emphasizes the philosophy of adult education
as a 'democratic safeguard thejollowing statement: . .

For the success or unsuccess of a democracy, utilike that of a dictatorship,
depends directly upon the degree of intelligence exhibited by the -masses',
and that degree of intelligence depends squarely kupon thee amount of educa-
tional opportunity that has been continuously open to those masses. Ad-
mittedly the process takes time. * * * Those who have closely observed
the adult educatiou movement in °the last 10 years in America believe that
it does constitute a social phenomenon of significance in our national life.'

' (2) IT IS A PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY TO pROVIDE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR THE STUDY AND REVISIOAOF THOUGHT RELATIVE TO SOCIAL-ECONOMIC
PROBLEMS THAT ARE OCCAtONED BY CHANGING CONDITIONS IN LIFE
SITUATIONS

Social economic life is not static ; it is highly dynamic. Conse-
quently there are constantly changing conditions in socittS;which give
rise to problems of a socialJeconomic charactprighat cannot be intelli-
gently considered by a Rip Van Winkle aroused from a 20-yeav mental
lethargy. Cartwright in speaking of the results of scientific studies
of the adtilt's ability to learn, expresses this thought forcibly in the
following words:

The futility of attempting, in any given period of child or adolescent
training, to cram enough into the .i.oung individual's head to enable him to
coast on mere momentum the rest 'of tits intellectual life 'at once became
apparent. The rfOolactive effect, thus, of 'Adult education upon schoof and
college eduatition at once assumed ik'nportant proportionsa process which
has yet to exert its full force upon American educational planning.7

Cartwright here gives further, ividence that the philosophy of adult
education is evolving, that it is not yet set and determined within
irrevocable lrunClaries anct that in its evolution it will affect the
philosophy of the whole field of education in this cQuntry.

Glenn. Frank in writing on adult education in To Better Our Social
Order calls attention to the futOit,..y:of a philosophy, Qf education that
would issuine'that adolescent training is sufficierit4ir.6.ope with social
pr9)4eip8 arising out of chfwged cönditions'iri laér life, and points to

.....
..."1 , I '1- rr' ._

.. S.
. . , i . .. 9 .

. . . ,,,. - v ., ---

,,sAutler, Nicholas Mtirray. Fro. Keep.Oti-Minds g6edllk In Adult &ideation In* -Action. °Op. cit.
----- 340artwright, Morse A. Ten Years of Asfult Education. New York, Macmillan Oo., 1935, Pp. 64.

. 7 Cartwright, Morse A. Op. cit. . -74'47
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the need for a new philosophy that will stress the continuance of

educational opportunities to meet the continuous changes going on in

social life. Dr. Frank says:
AlmoWcontinuously since the founding of our Republi, we Americans

have held the belief that, however faulty our community in particular or our

civilization in general might be, our children would remold our society in the

light of intelligence and justice, if we only sent them to school consistently
while they were young. From the beginning we have pinned our faith to

education, but education has meant to us education during the school years

only
It seems almost treasonable to question the touching optimism of this

faith, but the brutal fact is that the majority of our young men and women

come out of our schools inflexibly -ebrranitted to American civilization as it is,

stamped with the qualities of unquestioning defenders of the status quo instead

the qualities of questioning pioneers.
In view of this fact, it seems worth while to raise the question: Why does

not a more vital education come out of our conventional sChools? Why does

not schooling produce, in a more nearly automatic and inevitable fashion,

uniformly great and dependable citizens with free-minds, curious spirits, and

a 'fixed determination to make Forhe creative contribution to the future of

American democracy? And what can we do about it?
I think this situation all grows out of the faets5ver1ooked by the early

enthusiast for democracy and education--that our schools are controlled by

adults. These adutts are, in the main, dominated by points of view that come

out of the educatiA of another generation when other problems confronted

American democracy. The intellectual life of many of these adults stopped the

day they received their diplomas, and the action of many of them is dictated

by selfish interests rather than' by social intelligence. Where these adults do

not themselves go beyond an uncritical acquiescence in the status quo, is it
to be suppoied tbat they can InVint or will tolerate schools that make for a
contindously searching criticism and reexamination of tfieir ideas, their

ideals, and their institutions? We may set it down as self-evident, I think,

that schools will not be moreNadventurous than the adults who create, con-
trol, and conduct them. "By the breath of the school children shall the state
be saved," says the ancient Talmud. But if this ancient axiom is to be true, in

America, I suggest that we must develop an adult education that will give us

better adults who will give us better schools that will give us a better education

that will give ui a better social order.

In writing on the subject of adult education in To Open a New

Frontier, William Ft Russell warns against an educational philosophy

that accepts without critical consideration past practices to meet
present social conditions, and recommends a piiiloso'phy of education

that assumes the adult's responsibility for changing a social practice

to make it better fit a.present condition. He says:
9

Because new processes are devised and new inventions made, because a

whole new life develops on earth, it does not follow that mankind should for-

ever accept the kind óf society that happens to emerge. We have in our
educational systeni a means by which tociety may reshape itself. I *

We have the right, nay the duty, to consider not only how we may.train man

to live in the new society,,but also how we may inspire him so that he can,

if need be, change this tiew itkiety into o'ne in which it will be good to live.

Frank, Glenn. To Better:Our4ocia1 Order. In Ely, Op. cit.
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ADULT EDUCATION 11

The latter is the more important obligation, and as such should command our
constant attention.*

James E. Russell, writing on the topic 'of adult education in To
insure Social Stability, urges an educational philosophy that will
recognize the importance of encouraging initiative and freedom from
tradition in'a plan .of education for maintaining social security. He
says:

4

One aim of any self-respecting nation is the progressive advancement of its
civilization. This.means that in each oncoming generation the largest poFsible
number of children should be encouraged to develop initiative and self-reli-
ance, to reach rational concluEions unhampered by tradition. On the otfier
hand, the maintenance of civil order and social security is a prerequisite to
any advance whatever. * * *

I come now to my suggestions respecting the scope and character of adult
education in America. When we consider the need of social control, one out-
standing opportunity is presented in vocational training. Something can be
done to better instruction of novices in school, but the greatest opportunity
lies in the improvement of workers in service: that is adult education. To
create in the worker a love for his vocation and to give him the ability and the
desire to spend his leisure in a way befitting his manhood: that is adult
education. Perhaps the most significant opportunity of adult education is
the chance of exalting in the public mind the dignity of labor, particularly in
those fields in which manual skill is at a premium. The great weakness of our
public schools is their failure to steer their pupils into fitting vocations. The
creation of public sentiment for better vocational guidance is an outstanding
challenge to adult education.10

Harry Elmer Barnes, writing on adult education with the purpose
To Direct Social Change, says:

This knowledge of how every advance, great or small, has been feared and
resisted in the past ougA to reduce the apprehensiveness of the present genera-
tion with respect to contemporary programs of social and 'political reconstruc-
tion. These may now be guided by a more comprehensive-and scientific body
of information than has previously been available to assist in any important
historical transitión.11

(3) ADULTS ARE ENTITLED TO EDUCATIO1VAL PROVISIONS FOR MEETING INTER-
ESTS, DEVELOPED DURING OR FURTHERED BY MATURITY, THAT ACCORD WITH
GENERAL EDUCATION OBJECTIVES

An adequate philosophy of adult education will include the assump--
tion that it is, a responsibility of society to provide educational oppor-
tunities to meet the natural and desirable interests of mature persons
for further learning. On this poinfA. Caswell Ellis says in reference to

I the question, Can we afford adult education?
1 * * * Man has very many important interests, aptitudes, and powers

That do not come to functional maturity in his early years; some of them do
not fully mature until well past middle life. These interests and powers

e

I Russell, William F. To Open a New Frontier. In Ely, Op. cit.
11 Russell, James E. To Insure Social Stability. In Ely, Op. cit.
II Barnes, Harry Elmer. To Direct Social change. In Ely, Op. cit.
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cannot pemsibly be developed by education given in youth; they must have
stimulation and direction through education during adult life."2

Significant examples of such interests are found in the fields of
vocational and avocational work, parenthood, and general cultural
improvement. Educational opportunities for increasing efficiency in
vocational work, in child cire and welfare, in budgeting the family
inconie, in furnishing and decoraiing the home, in subjects valuable
for leisure-tinie activitie.s, and in the creative arts are all naturally
and peculiarly in, line with a:ault interests. With the passing of
interests in the simple games of childhood and adolescence, in juvenile
reading, in the manipulation of tools and materials and the operation
of mechanical apparatus on the play and exploratory level character-
istic of youth, in excursions of a picnic character which are the delight
of childhood, in interest in animals merely as playthings, it iskatural
that they be supplanted by related interests on an adult maturity
level. The interests of the child and youth in the kinds of activitie
mentiOned may become the interests of the adult in the gaines of
business and politics, in competitive leisure-time sports, in reading
and evaluating literature with the joy attending thereon, in the
pleasure derived from studying the masterpieces of art, in ilke skill
of manual dexterity for vocational and avocational purposes, and in
field trips and travel for the purpose of learning more and more
about animal and plant life, the works and processes of nature, the
works of man, and man himself.

It is to be considered, however, that while it is natural for adolescent
interests to be supplanted by adult interests, it does not always
follow that such is the case. Favorable conditiôns for the transition
may not obtain and adult life may be left barren as a consequence.
Definite educational experiences need to be provided to insure the
development and satisfaction of adult interests. Owing to the
importance, extent, and influence of such adult interests as have
been indicated, leaders in the adult education movement are develop-
ing a philosophy for thii phase of education that assumes.that it is
a necessary and advisable function of education to furnish instruction
in accordance with the natural interests of adults.

In a report on a stu4 of adult interests, Dr: Thomdike says:

The work of adult learning is not imaded by a general drying up of the
wells of interest, nor by a decrease in the interests in observing, reading,
listening, or performing acts of skill, on which learning is especially depend-
ent. Adults may excuse themselves from learning because they are tired or

sleepy or in need of entertainment rather than improvement, but not because
they cannot, being old, be sufficiently interested. The few individuals who

do suffer from a genuine general apathy are exceptions that prove the rule,
and are balanced by the few who at 40 to 60 are much mors interested and
zealous than ever before. *

In Ely, Op. oit., p. 04.
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ADULT EDUCATION 13

Some interests are deep-rooted in a person's nature and persist in spite of
notable changes in his experience and education. So a man may crave the

inner approval of his deeper self, may want to think well of himself, through

many changes in fortune and status. As student, athlete, lover, _father,

productive worker, neighbor, reformer, and servant of God, he may lime
many different interests. But through all he may persistently care about
being satisfied with what he is or thinks himself to be. Such interests are a
part of the perennial nature of the person. Some interests are almost

entirely adopted and abandoned at the instigation of external circumstances."

(4) ADULTS ARE ENTITLED TO OPPORTUNITIES IN VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR

UPGRADING AND FOR INCREASING THEIR EFFICIENCY

Because an individual has passed the time in life that has been
fixed as school age is no reason why society should deny to him formal
educaiional advantages that will help him to increase his vocational

efficiency with the consequent results that he will render a larger

social service and improve his own well-being and happiness. It is
a short-sighted philosophy of education that would provide for youth

at public expense preemployment training in specific lines of work

yet fail to provide training for adults already in employment. Edu-

cational opportunities for up-grading in given vocational position

and for promotion to a higher position will constitutesocial responsi-

bility so long as manual skills and technical knowledge are demanded

of a large percentage of our employed population for the purpose of

rendering services to meet the needs of society. For example, it is
a public responsibility to provide, in accordance with the needs of

society, opportunities for increasing the efficiency of persons engaged

in repairing and servicing automobiles, radios, and plumbing and
electrical services in the'home, it is an obligation of society to make

available educational opportunities in building estimating to car-
pinters and masons as such are needed for the purpose of preparing
them to become building contractors. Along with tbe responsibility

that society has for the up-grading of artisans, it has a similar obli-

gation for social welfare through providing instruction for increasing

the efficiency of those employed in the professions, as for example,

medicine, education, and social welfare work. Without such a
philosophy society would fail to recognize the obligation it has for

maintaining a body of practitioners capable of rendering services in

accordance with changed conditions and new discoveries in their

professional fields.
Furthermore, society has an 'obligation for training to compensate

workers for loss of employment in positions made obsolete by techno:»

logical changes. A sound social philosophy must assume that when
a market for men's vocational skills and technical knowledge has

been destroyed, it is a responsibility of society to see to it that they
suffer as little as possible from the result. The philosophy of adult

Thomdlke, Edward L.. Adult Interests. New York, The Macmillan Co., 1035.. pp. 15, and 4344.
Is
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education points out that the natural and logical means of meeting
the problems of unemployment due to technological changes is pro-
vision for retraining in a "going" occupation, and that the occupation
in which retraining is to be given be selected with a view to capitaliz-
ing on the past experiences of the worker as fully as possible. Beard,
writing on adult education in To Prepare for New Occupations, says:

Little is known about the extent and social effects of technological unern-
ployrnent, but two things are certain; it is more than an Incident in our
economic evolution and it presents problems in adult education. All through
our industrial structure technology is swiftly at work closing old occupations
and opening new opportunities. Few who labor are entirely beyond the
peril of its revolutionary upheavals. The casual dock laborer, who once
unloaded 'ships by main strength is ousted from a livelihood by a belt con-
veyor that carries goods from holds in endless streams. The skilled artisan
iron puddler, glass blower, or painterin the middle of things is supplanted
by some mechanical device. The musician, riding on the high tide of pros-
perity with the silent-picture industry, is thrown into the streets almost over
night by the advent of the sound film. In some cases only a portion of
the workers in a given branch are dislocated; in others, the entire trade is
destroyed, leaving the possessonikof dearly bought skill helpless in the market
place. 14

(5) IT IS INCUMBENT UPON SOCIETY TO PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
THAT WILL HELP ADULTS TO USE THEIR LEISURE TIME WISELY

An adequate and sound philosophy of education cannot ignore that
continually increasing portion of the adult's time frequently called
leisure time. For that great percentage of the employed working on
a strict schedule of hours per day and days per weék, there remains a
large surplus of time above that which is necessary for bodily refresh-
ment and sleep. A person employed on a 44-hour week and using 8

hours per day for sleep has left for other purposes approximately 55

percent more 'firm than he devotes to actual employment hours. The
potential outcomes of this leisure time can be an enormous factor in
the life of the individual. Depending upon the use made of it, leisure
time may contribute greatly to general cultural development, voca-
tional efficiency, social relations, and social and community services;
or to bad social relations, undesirable social attitudes, antisocial
behavior, and indolent habits. A considerable number of the cases
docketed in the police courts are the results of offenses committed
during the leisure time of the individuals. Adult education is includ-
ing in its philosóphy the tenet that the large amount of leisure time
now available to adults, together with the opportunities it presents
for educational training, places a direct responsibility upon education
for providing programs for adults that will contribute in a large way
to the culttiral uplift of mericn life.

Assistant Superint Went Siegel of the New York City schools says
that:

14 Beard, C o Prepare for New Occupations. In Ely. op. cit.- 7,
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From present indications it is safe to assert that industrial progress will
continue at an accelerating rate of speed. This means, of course, greater
producticn per man-hour and consequent increase in so-called leisure time.
Whether leisure is to be a bane or a benefit will be determined by the type
and extent of publicly supported adult education program we provide."

In referring to a study of the leisure-time activities of persons en-
rolled in adult .classes in Minneapolis it is stated in the report of the
superintendent that:

The results of the study reveal that activities of an organized nature are
not practiced by the great majority of adults. Rather they spend their spare
time in activities such as undirected reading and aimless search for amuse-
ment. The challenge is clear to adult education and it may be stated as
follows: Provide opportunities for the development of leisure-time activities
which will be a source of joy and worth-while accomplishment to the indi-
vidual and which, therefore, will contribute to improve mental and physical
health.'

(6) THE OBJECTIVES FOR CLASSES!IN ADULT EDUCATION WILL BE REALIZED
IN LARGE MEASURE, T E MOTIVATION OF THE MEMBERS BEING STRONG

As participation in e ucational oppdrtunities for adults is on a volunm,

tary basis, the enrollees constitute a selected group having a high
degree of interest. Much has been said in connection with the prin-
ciples of education relgtive to the motivation of pupils as a means of
realizing the aims of instruction. The activities included in the
curriculum have been arranged in accordance with the experiences of
the pupils and to meet interests as the occasions for them arise.
Educational experiences in social activities come in the pupil's progress
through school at the time interest in such is developing. In nature
study much of the work is outlined on a seasonal basis. In this pro-
kram, "Turtle Day": on the calendar of the rural school should be a
movable date to be fixed as the day on which the pupils will find along
the stream back of the schoolhouse the first turtle of the spring season.

Motivation in adult education is even stronger than that which can
be brought about by attempts to schedule activities in the adolescent
school in accordance with developing interests. Adults who select
educational courses do so because they feel a need for further educa-
tion which pey hope the courses will meet. This consciousness of
need is an iimpelling force to learning. Instruction in parenthoo d at
the time it is functioning, training in the privileges and duties of
citizenship during the time they are exercised, special vocational
training as new conditions demand, and course's in the appreciation
of art and literature as aesthetic longings develop are examples of
motivation that make adult learning highly effective.

Adult education is stressing the principle that it is sound philosophy
to provide educational opportunities in a given line to those who are

11 Siegel, Morris E. Men and Women at School: Adult Education. The Thirty-seventh Annual:Report
of the Superintendent of Schools, City of New York. &tool year 1934-35. p. 29.

hi The Years of the Depression, 193045. Report of the Superintendent of Schools to the Board of
2ducation, 'Minneapolis, Minn., June 1935. p. 128.
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highly motivated to undertake them. Relevant to this point, Robert
D. Leigh says:

Among the far-seeing leaders of the movement in the United States. adult
education is recognized not as a substitute for inadequate schooling in youth
but rather as an educational opportunity superior to that offered in youth,
because the learner is motivated by the honest desire to know and to enrich
his experience and because he brings to his study relevant daily experience,
and consequently the new knowledge "takes root 'firmly, strikes deep, and
feeds on what the day's life brings it." 17

(7) ABILITIES ACQUIRED DURING ADULTHOOD FUNCTION IMMEDIATELY, THUS
MAKING FOR A QUICK RETURN ON THE INVESTMENT

Time and money spent on 'education for adults bring rewards
quickly, both to society and to the individual. This is apparent for
the reasons: (a) Abilities acquired during adulthood may be put into
use.at once, as the adult is a mature functioning member of society.
For example, if the adult through a study of civic and politichl prob-
lems is able to exercise more intelligently the I ilege of suffrage,
society is at once rewarded on the investment as made in his
further education. If the adult througb a vocational course increases
his efficiency as a productive worker, society i thereby enriched.
If the adult througb proper educational experiences bas bis apprecia-

. lion of art raised to a higher level, society again receives immediate
benefit by reason of the fact that one of its citiiens has an enlarged
viewpoint of the cultural things of life. In each instance the rewards
which come to the adult from further education fire also as immediate
as those which come to society. (b) There is no diminution in the
efficacy of abilities acquired during adulthood due to an interim
between the time of their acquisition and the time they may be

exercised. Adult education is not pubt into cold storage to suffer
deterioration before being used. (c) A period of testing or seasoning
is not so necessary for knowledge acquired :luring adulthood as for

that acquired during adolescence, therefore a high degree of effective-
ness is more immediate. In the case of the adult the experiences of
maturity tire applied to information as it is presented, and the result-
* interpretations have a high probability of being correct. It is the
philosophy of adult education tbat the final 4prms of many of the
abilities needed by adults are most effectively and economically
acquired during adulthood.

John Erskine in speaking of the immediacy of the results to be
sought from adult education says:

. . . It (adult education) has a function to discharge in our progressive
society where new knowledge pours from laboratories, studies, and workshops
with bewildering rapidity, offering new powers and opportunities while
altering historic occupations. That- function is to make continuously avail-

Leigh, Robert D. To Liberalize the College Curriculum. In Ely. op. cit.n
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able to all inquisitive adults a realistic knowledge of what is going on in the
worldthe kind of knowledge that furnishes a shield 'and a sword in the
struggle for existence."

(8) SUBJECT-MATTER CONTENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES FOR ANY
GROUP SHOULD ACCORD WITH THE INTERESTS AND THE METHODS OF LEARNING
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GROUP

Adults no longer dress like children, and they differ just as greatly
from children in their attitudes and behavior patterns toward life
situations as they do in their dress. Consequently, it is not possible to
put fhem again into a "knee-breeches" school. In any class for
adults the content of instruction, the activities required of its members,
and the methods of teaching must all be on -an adult level, else the
course will have but little meaning and interest for the group. Adult
education is now stressing as a cardinal principle of its philosophy that
instruction for adults must correspond to the adult's methods of learn-
ing; that instructional practices be in accord with conditions and
situations obtaining in adulthood. To this end leaders. in the field of
adult education are emphasizing the need for the fiather study of the
characteristics of adults insofar as they condition methods of instruc-
tion, ways of learning, and inAtructional situations. Dr. Thorndike
says that "Those who arrange courses of study, or write textbooks,
for adults should devote a reasonable amOunt of attention to the facts

I available in psychology, sociology, economics, and history concerning
adult interests and warits.'9

Dr. Fansler in speaking of the qualifications of the teachers of adults
says:

Too little is definitely known concerning administrative procedures and
methods of teaching adults to predict the probable content of such curricula
or the restrictions and prerequisites that may be imposed upon candidates for
proféssional training. We do know that the brilliant young A. B. is less
likely to be effective with adults than the 21der teacher who has had the
mellowing influence of considerable life experience gained in business and
social contacts. nd we know that the job of teaching adults requires more
elasticity and ingenuity than is usual in the more formalized disciplines of
compulsory education. These two bits of empirical knowledge may save
adult education from beconiing on the one hand the "big city" of an army
of hopeful young aspirants, and on the other hand the Mecca of super-
annuated school teachers too spent to withstand the sluittering blows of
daily contact with adolescent spirits.20

(11) lT IS A PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY TO PROVIDE EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
FOR A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF TIIE POPULATION THAT IS INTERESTED IN AND
CAPABLE OF FURTHER EDUCATIONAL TRAININO

Leaders in' the adult education movement are today stregising as
they have never done previotisly that tbe philosophy upon which the

i Erskine, John, To Return to Creative Endeavor. In Adult Education in Action. Edited by Mary
L. Ely. American Association for Adult Education, 1936.

I, Thorndike, Edward L., Adult Interests. New York, The Macmillan Company, 1935. p. 811.

le Parolee, Thomas.
Training of Leaders and Teachers of Adults. In Ilandb2ok of Adult Education, 19$6. Dor4thy Rowden,

Editor. American Association for Adult Education.
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educational program of a democratic form of government is based
shah include as a cardinal principle tbe assumption tbat any large
group of the population capable of and interested in further educa-
tional training along any line of social value, is entitled to such educa-
tional privileges and that it is a public responsibility to see to it that
they are provided. William M. Proctor points to this as a new
philosophy of education and indicates tbe need for studying ptoblems
in broad fields of human activities. He says:

What this country needs , vis the cultivation of a n'ew philesophy
of education which hoi.ds-thiit every individual capable of learning anything
is worthy of a chance at a type of education which not only will help him to
develop whatever skills or techniques he may need in order to become a
productive unit in the economic scheme of things, but will at the same time
supplement that phase of his education with opportunities to develop his
ability to apply his mind intelligently to the social, political, esthetic, and
spiritual problems which confront every citizen of a democracy."

A. Caswell Ellis recognized the size of the program n6cersary to
carry out this philosophy but qiestions if we can afford not to under-,
take it. He writes: .t

. . . How large is the job of adult education for the nation? It seems
inevitable that from now on adult education must be regarded not as a
luxury nor as a charity but as a prime necessity far evbry man and every
womaln. As there are 70 million adults in the United States, adult education
for afl who need it is a rather large order. Filling that order wonld mean
taking Care of nearly three times as many adult students as there are pupils
in the public schools. . . . Can we afford it? The real question is, can
we afford to delay it.22

(10) THERE SHOULD BE EDUCATIONAL PROVISIONS FOR ADULTS CORRESPONDING
TO THEIR ABILITY TO LEARN

44,

Leaders in the adult-education movement are at present vigorously
emphasizing a philosophy of this phase of education which holds that
society has an obligation to provide educational opportunitit; to
match man's at;ility to learn new things. This has long been accepted
as a tenet of education for the adolescent level, but it is only recently
that it has been considered as obtaining for education on the adult
level. Psychologists, sociologists, and others interested in adult edu-
cation are now pointing out that it is logical to assume that, the con:
tinuing ability to learn with which nature has endowed man calla for
adequate and proper educational opportunities provided by man
himself to make use-of this endowment.

Thorndike states this philosophy succinctly in the following words:

It would now be unfortunate if learning were restricted chiefly to childhood
and youth, first, because the world is changing so fast that what one learns
from 5 to 20 is oftep not useful from 35 to 60; second, because men and women

c have now so much leisure time that they could, if they had the ability, keep

33 Proctor, William Martin, Men and Women at School: Adult Education. The Thirty-Seventh Annual
Report of the Superintendent of Schools, City of New York, 193443.

A. Caswell. Can We Afford Adult Education? In Ely Op. cit. pp. (we&
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ADULT EDUCATION 19
up with the changing world; third, because the diffusion of power from the
fesi to the many makes it desirable that the many learn more than they do
or can learn in childhood . . . Well-informed and intelligent students of
human affairs will agree ihat trustwortily knowledge of the possibilities of
learning in adult years should replace proverbs and taboos in determining
educAtional policy and action."

Prof. Edmuicl de S. Brunner of Vachers College, Colunibia Univer-
sity, in speaking with reference to this question sets forth the proposi-
tion that the philosophers of ancient times addressed their teachings
to adults, but that in modern times adults have been forgotten in.our
educational plans. He says:

Let no one question the validity of adult education. The learning abilities
of adults have been proven as we shall hear. The great teachers of the
world have given themselves to adults. Socrates, Confucius, Jesus, and a
host of others. We in the United States have surpassed other nations assert-
ing the ;hild's right to be taught. We have forgotten the adult. But we are
awake at last, driven by raPid social changes to a recognition of the inevita-

. bility of adult education."

Morris E. Siegel, Director of Evening and Continuation Schools,
and Director of the Adult Education Project, New York City Public
Schools, holds the opinion that the philosophy of education cannot
discriminate against adult education. He says,:

Once we concede that education is a life process, we cannot successfully
defend the thesis that formal or even informal educatioin stops at 14, at 18,
at 24, or at 64. Education is not a formalized process that can be confined
to the four walls of a schoolroom. There is no more reàson for distinguishing
between kdult education and nonadult education than there is reason to
separate adult living from nonadult living. In a progressively advancing
civilization, one must continually make adjustments in his own life and in
relation to the community if he is not to be overtaken by the surging forces
of material advance. Adult edication is a prime necessity. One disregards
it at his own peril and to the permanent injury of his fellow beings.3

CONTINUING ABILITY TO LEARN

Probably the greatest stimulus to the adult education movement
that bas occurred aince the World War has 'Fat\ as gilt result of the
pronouncement that the ability to learn efficiently new things persists
till late in life. Throughout (he ages the belief that the ibility to
acquire knowledge, skills, habits, and attitudes of mind, in fact all
learning involving the higher mental processes, was peculiar to the
period from birth through adolescence has witb few 'exceptions
obtained as a principle in theory and Practice. For this reason children
spelled words they did not Ilse, acquired facts about social and eco-
nomiclife that bore no relation to their own activities, and mastered
mathematics that -did not function in their lives. During the past

Thorndike, Edward L. Adult Interest& tY'ork, The Macmillan Co., 1936.
N de 8. Brunner, Edmund. Adult Educatio Rural Community. In Conference on Adult Edam-

Sion. University of Missouri Bulletin, vol. 35, no. 72. Education Series 1934, no.33.
u Siegel, Morris E. Men and Women at Work: Adult Education. The Thirty-seventh Annual Report

of the Superintendent of Schools, City'ofNew York, school year, 193.4-35. p. 28.
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7 4:;r 8 years, however, psychological studies have been made that
Pro 2ve tbe ability of,adults to continue' learning to an advanced age.

Thorndike says that these studies show "that the ability to learn
increased from e: ly childhood to about age 25 and decreased gradu-
ally and slowl 'As ereafter, about 1 percent per year. Childhood wits
found to be einphatically not the best age for learning in the sense of

the age when the greatest returns per unit 'of time spent are received.
The age for learning that is best in that sense is in the twenties, and
any sge below 45 is better than ages 10 to 14." In the same connectiv
Thorndike further says it is "probable that the decline in ability to
learn from age 45 to 70 is not much more .rapid than this, so that a

'man pf 65 may expect to learn at least half as much per hour as he

could at 25 and more than he could at 8 or 10. These results perform
the useful service of assuring any adult (using the word here and
later to mean a person age 21 to 70) who is not demented that he can

learn most of what he needs to learn, and with little or no greater time

9osOthan at age 15."26 Thorndike -further says in reference to experi-
ments to determine differences between young adults and old as to

interests and attitudes, "whatever differences exist as a consequence
of fundamental and necessary psychological changes with age are
very moderate in amount, and will not prevent the older group from

doing at 45 on a somewhat reduced scale almost anything which they
could have done at the psychological acme of life at 25."

As a result of these studies education is now generally regarded as a

continuous process throughout the life of the individual. The signifi-
cake otthis newly established truth is of tremendous import to adult
education' . ; of itself can no longer be a deterrent to the indi-
vidual's desire to obtain new or additional knowledge of some subject
in which he becomes interested or to acquire new skills for the per-

formance of manual tasks either of a vocational or avocational char-
acter. Man is thus not only freed from the fetters of inertia
occasioned by the belief that there is significant loss during adulthood
in the ability to learnthat have bound his ambition for self-improve-
ment, but is given an impetus to go forward, encouraged by the
prediction of success. Thus the assumption that adults do nôt
greatly profit from educational opportunitieswhich has long been
"the constant solace of an inept educational system"has been
effectively destroyed.

The importance for educational practice of the establishment of the
principle that adults} are able to continue learning new things is
emphasized by a study of the percentage* of the population, by age

groups, that is participating in formal educational opportunities and
also of the population above "school age." The amount of time spent
by the great majority of persons, during the period of school age, in

Thorndike, Edward L., Adult Interests. New York, The Macmillan Co., 1936. p. &
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attendance upon class instruction is inadequate for a full preparation
in the generally accepted objectives of education. A study of school
attendance as reported in the 1930 census will serve to make clear the
need for providing in a more ample.form than at present, educational
opportunities for adults, including the older youth. Data in table 1

show that the maximum percentage of school attendance for any age
is 97.5 at age 11. This percentage decreases with age and at 20 is
only 13.1 percent. After the age of 20 the decrease in the percentage
of schoöl attendance is certainly much greater than in the years
immediately preceding 20. Consequently it can be assumed that in
a few years beyond that age the percentage of afiy age group in
attendance upon instruction is very small. The field of adult educa-
tion is further indicated by the number of adults out of sehool. For
example, let us again take the age of 20. At this time in life 86.9
percent are out of school and not in attendance upon any kind of
instruction. Yet the number of persons above 20 years of age con-
stitutes a large majority of our population, the exact number, as shown
in table 2, being 75,072,033 out of a total population of 122,681,024,
or 61 percent.

TABLE 1.-1930 CENSUS.'

Age Number

2, 505 250
_____ 2 515 285

2 470, 159
8 2 604 215
9 2 512 700
fo 2 500 648
11 2 319 394
12_ _ _______ _ _ _ _ 2 408 123

M

REPORT ON
Percent in
attendance

20 0
64, 3
89 4
94. 1
95 6
97. 1
97. 5
97, 1

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE

Ape

13
14
15
16_ _

17
18_
19_ _ __

20

___

___ .

I Tbe total population of the United States in 1930 was 122,681,024.

TABLE 2. POPULATION

Under 15,_ _

Over 15
Under 20
Over 20_
Under 25_-_ _

Over 25_ _

Under 30__ _

Percent in
Number attendance

.2 322, 327 96. 5
2, 382, 385 92. 9
2 295, 699 84. 7
2 367, 315 66. 3
2 295, 822 47. 9
2 357, 834 30. 7
2 235, 445 19. 8
2 222, 431 13. 1

UNDER AND OVER AGES INDICAVED, 19301

M e MP M.

Nu mber

36, 056 876
86, 624 148
47, 608 991
75, 072 033
58, 479 369
64, 201 655

allay a ___ 68, 312 977

Percent

29. 3
70. 7
31. 8
61. 2
47. 7
52. 3
55. 6

Age

Over 30 _ _

Under 35_ _

Over 35_ _

Under 40_ _

Over 40_ _

Under 45_
Over 45

1.

MD MI

I Tbe total population of the United States in 1930 was 122,681.024.

M ol

Number Percent

54, 368 047 44. 4
_ 77, 433 398 83. 2

45, 247 626 36. 8
_ 86, 642 043 70. 6

36, 038 981 29. 4
_ 94, 632 238 77. 1

28, 048 786 22. 9

MM.

It is to be noted thatthe lack of educational priwisions for adùlts
'results in failure over a king period of years to capitalize on learning
ability at an efficient level, --tor example 25 tolisp years of age. The
number of persons 25 po 45, inclusi-ve, is 30,886,342 (1930 census) or
30 percent of the total population. For this large number of persons
capable of efficient learning at a period when they art3 active in the
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exercise óf social and civic obligations and privileges, the public-
)chools have provided only meager educational opportunities. Whé.n.
't is considered that at the present time the average number of ye,aft

' of education completed by pupils in the elementary and secondafy
schools is probably only -a little more than 10in 1930 it was 9.65-9-
and thit"t& bik.ian education of the adult population is approxi-
mately the tompletion of the elementary school (eighth grade except
in 7-grade systems), the need for promoting educational opportunities
for adults is apparent. During the past few yeais a considerable
number of Stote and lccal school systems have inaugurated on a
limited scale educational programs in accordance with the best thought
of the time, but as yet the amount of such svòrk is still far from that
necessary to meet generally accepted needs for it.

A summary statement as to present trends of thought relati-% e to
the abilita jf adults to %aril is set forth in th: owing language of
Dr.. Leigh: ,

.

There Is gradually emerging, therefore, .'a conception of education as a
Wong process beginning at birth and ending only with death, a process
related at all points to the life experiencits,of the individual, a process full
of meaning and reality to the learner, a process in which the student is active
participant rather than passive recipient. One hesitates to say where this
wholesome conception will, in the end-, lead us. We professional pedagogues
may well fear that mils traditional skills of writing texts, lecturing, examining,
and grading will become as obsolete as the horsecar. But it is the part of
wisdom to attempt to learn the newer techniques rather than to fight blindly
in defense of the old." Ii2

EMERGENCY EDUCATION PROGRAM

During the past few years the Federal Government, through the
Works Progress Administration, has been spending about 20 to 25
million dollars a year on educational programs which give work tó an
average of about 40,000 teachers and niake it possible for approxi-,
mately 2,000,000 a year to enroll in classes for formal instruction.
Probably an additional,million participate in an informal way in
'programs that are of an educational chararter. The reports of the
WPA show that during the past 3 years at least 4,000,000 of our adult
population have raised themselves to higher educational levels *rough
the programs provided. .by that organization.

The conception and purpose of this large Federal program in editca-
tion is explained by Harry L. Hopkins, Works Progress Administrator,
as follows:"

Educa was the first work projeot -undertaken when the Government
started Eaffal relief back in- 1933. Wily did this happen? Primarily,
think, because as a Nation we have awakened to the fact that unemploy*nt
means more than physical want and phy8ica14idleness. We saw that many

rt Leigh, Robertb., To Liipeiallie the College Curriculum. In Ely. Op. cit., (p, 42.)
From an address delivered at Teachers College, Columbia University, liew York City, May 16, 1937.
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, of the unemployed, were gradually losing their fitness for work. We were
forced to change our traditional cvception of relief and public work. Public
works programs in the past haye been chiefly devoted to construction proj-
ectsto building up our physical resources. The recent depression taught
us that the conservation and development of our human resources is even
more important.

A far greater numbei 'of white-collar and professional workers were unem-
ployed than ever before. . . . Manual labor was not the answer. Com-
mon sense told us that it was not only inefficient but wasteful to put an artist
to work chopping trees or a teacher to digging ditches. We had .(3me
'experience witii a work program for professional groups in New York StiAe.
. . We decided to organize a similar program Qn a nhtional scale.
We did not want to duplica r s the regular school system. We
wanted our program to s lement what the public-school teachers were
-doing; to discover what ervices the regular schools were not providing.
The job of the school has been considered primarily one of teaching children.
It offers educational opportunities to only a part of the many people who need
'educational services. -Yet many adults have not had the chance for this
-elementary schooling. In this country where child labor is still a common
'condition, countless numbers of mèn and women have been forced py eco-
nomic necessity to leave school .at an early age to earn their living. There
are not even enough schools to care for all the childreNof school age.

We had fooled ourselves into thinking that in the United State8 elementary
education was universal. But in spite of all we had done to develop such a
system, we lagged far behind our ideals.' . . .

- Under the WPA we have tried to make a beginning in the development of
a broad program of social education which would theet the interests and needs
of adultsa program which would aim to make education fit the needs Cff

our industrial democracy, which would take -care of somt of the countless
numbers of 1)eof3le who are either too young or too old to be taken care of by
our public schools. We do not clim, by any means, to have established an
adequate program. Adult education on a public scale as large as this had
never been tried in the United Siates before.

The size 'of the scale ongwhich the emergency education program is
operating is shown by data from the Works Progress Administration
on enrollments by classifications of the kinds of instructión included.

,

TAMS 3.WORKS PROGRESS ADMINISTRATIONREPORT *-ON
EDUCATION DIVISION FOR MARCH 1937

J..

Classification

Literacy
2. Workers education
a Public affairs education
4. Parent education
5. Homemaking education
6. Vocational education
7. Education in avocational and leisure-time activities
8. College level instruction
9. Correspondence instruction

10. Other general adUlt education..
11. Nursery schools
12. Other assignments

Total.

ApAs 4.4 -2 I

. 4

Number of

Teachers
and other
employees

,6, 004
731
392
701

2, 102
3, 878
3, p61

597
355

7, 477
6, 330

10. 325

42, 363 ;

Classes Persons
enrolled.

4

779 241, 048
3, 977 69, 436
2, 200 , 49, 501
4, 067 66, 267
9, 029 107, 141

15, 667 206, 297
35, 641 646, 770

873 15, 747
: 736 23, 409

30, 557 394, 628
52, 050

2, WO, $10

411
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After deductions for nursery schoola are mask.the totals for adult
types of work are: Npmber of teachers, 35,923; classes, 137,847;
number of persons enrolled, 1,968,260: tshree States having the
largest enrollments, including nursery classes, are: Pennsylvania
with an enrollment of 576,483; New York with an enrollment of
261,370; and California with 143,621. No State 0.6 exception
of Ne'vada with an enrollment of 681, has- an enrollment of less than
2,000.

In addition to the° subjects usually represented in the grade and
high-school curricula; the adult work in the emergency education
program is of wide range including such subjects as music, art,
creative writing, parliariaentary practice, first aid, and Braille reading
for the blind. Home-making education is stressed as it is believed
that instruction in this field will serve to buttress the home against the
attack made upon it by the depression period. Homemaking, which
enrolls 107,141 women, includes instruction in foods, cooking, making
and remodeling clothing, home management, health and hygiene,
and child care. The general subject-matter *fields included in the
emergency education work carried on by States may be illustrated
by the offering's of the California program, wbich are listed as: Train-
ing in the native arts and crafts, home nursing, child care and home'
hygiene, recreation leadership training, training for domestic servioe,
home económics, agriculture, literacy, vocational rehabilitation,
Oarent education, avocational training, and general academic educa-

With reference to the subject-matter fields included in emergency
adult education, Mr. Hopkins said in his recent address at. Teachers
College, .Columbia University:

The most spectacular phase of the WPA program has been its attack on
illiteracy. Teachers have gone milt into rural counties, remote mountain
valleys, and city slums, holding xlaases, day .and. !tight, in. public schools,
mountain shacks, farm houses, and churches. Illiterate men and women
froin 16 to 82 years of age have enrolled. Fathers and sons and even grand-
parents and grandchildren are learning together in the same class. Seven
hundred thousand illiterates, most of them American-born, have. learned to
read and write in WPA classes. Illiteracy is not restricted to our foreign
born population or to any one section of the country. It is a national
problem.

We have aimect not bnly to teach people to read and write. Bare literacy
is not enough. People must know how to understand and use what they
read. Literacy classes have, therefore, included badly needed health in-w
formation, principles of child care and food values, instruction in sewing
and arithmetic, and understanding of simple current events and government.
One class of 13 in a southern rural county is composed of the members of one
family onlyfather, mother, and 11 childrennot one of whom were able
to read .or write before the WPA organized a class for them. Under the
WPA illiteracy in the Maid States has been rtduced 16 percent. O
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Closely allied with the work in literacy are clitases in citizenship and

preparation for naturalization. The public schools have, of course, been
concerned for some time with this phase of adult education. The admission
of approximately 28 million immigrants into this country since 1880 has
dramatized this need. But in spite of the effective prdgrums of our public
night schools and many private institutions, there are still over four million
men and women in this country who have not become American citizens.
Approximately 700,000 have been taught to read and write in WPA classes.
More than 200,000 have been enrolled in these classes at the same time.

The table below on the literacy work in the emeigency edulation
program shows the attack being made on the illiteracy pralem.
The laudability of this effort is understood when it is considered that
the 1930 census listed four and one quarter million adults as illiterate,
which probably means that as many more are "functionally illiterate."

TABLE 4.-WPA EDUCATION PROGRAM REPORT ON LITERACY AND
NATURALIZATION FOR MARCH 1937

State

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California.... .

tolorado

Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Loyisiana

Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire

Number of-

Teachers Claises

186
35
87

143
53

21
118
303

8
335

101
47
14

180
194

35
21
44
24

266

147
17
42

1fr

552
61

783
2, 198

161

43
388

66
696

363
28

122
6

89

Enrollees

4

4, 705
980

5, 241
7, 989
2, 119

490
3, 054

1 1, 634
194

14, 052

4, 330
1, 299

312
8, 159
9, 092

433
757

4, 884
1, 753

13, 437

6, 113
595

1, 525
37

1, 061

State

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina.... _
North Dakota._ _

Ohio
Oklahoma_ _ .....
Oregon . _ _ _ a S .....
Pennsyl vania
Rhode Island

South Carolina.... _

South Dakota.... _ _ _
Tennessee
Texasutah

.
Vermont is

Virginia
Washi _ .
West Virginia
Wisconsin

Wyoming

District of Columbia...
New York

VENI,

Total M. *0 OM e MEN e

Number of-

Teachers

2

142
31
81

251
22

298
65
40

328
35

285
5

132
542

14

5
270

57
88
39

18
591

786

Classes

239
106
227

1, 070
78

784
291
103

1, 437
183

2, 413
5

681
1, 269

36

87
506
593
319
80

44

59
2, 375

re, 779

Enrollees

2, 861
1, 244
1, 993
8, 032
1, 025

13, 034
4, 588
1,1SW

17, 609
2, 073

13, 023
73

10, 623
14 561

694

346
8, 614
7, 337
2, 751

946

999

723
17, 999

ULNA

Some States operate their regular adult education program and an
emergency program. The däta below taken from The Emergency
,Edtwation Program, California State Department of Education Bul-
'letin No. 5, March 1, 1936, show an interesting comparison of these
t,wo programs for that State in 1935:
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TABLE 5.NUMBER OF; TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN THE EMERGENCY
EDUCATION PROGRAM AND THE REGULAR ADULT EDUCATION
PROGRAM, BY FIELD

WOO

Field

Parent education
Literacy education
Vocational training
General adult education

Total

itto
Number of teachers

employed

Emergency Regular
adult edu-education cation pro-program gram

2 3

57
227
405

1, 168

1, 847

190
459

1, 656
2, 628

4, 933

Enrollment

Emergency
education
program

4

3, 226
6, S63

10, 503
43, 016

113v

I1D

Regular
adult edu-
cation pro-

gram

7, 3s1
14. -Ho

91, 733

172, 40

The effects of the *emergency education program upon the adult
education movement have been rather generally discussed by leaders
in this field of education. Below are given the conclusions from a

meeting representing the Northwestern States:

Advantageous effects of the emergency adult education program."
45

(1) The emergency adult education program, while primarily conceived
and inaugurated as a relief measure, b6came definitely an educational pro-
gram in the Northwest States in spite of .its relief features.

(2) The emergency adult education program has offered worth-while edu-
cational opportunities to many thousands of adults and studies made of the

4,

enrollees in the.classes indicate that a large percentage are willing to help
support a pe lanent program of adult education through the payment of
clam fees.

(3) The emerge! adult education program has proved a stimulus to the
training of a corps of adult education teachers, thus providing a nucleus for
the establishment of 'a State program of adult education in each of the
Northwest States.

(4) On the whole, the emergency adult education program, through stim-
ulating interest in and appreciation of the values of adult education and
through arousing the latent desire of many adults to continue their study,
has made marked progress in the direction of the establishment of a per-
manent program of State-supported adult education in the Northwest States.
Detrimental effects of the emergency adult education program.

(1) In some few communities, poor teaching in some adult classes has
resulted in a cynical, critical attitude toward adult education in general.

(2) The association of adult gducation and relief built up in the minds of
some people may ultimately prove detrimental to the establishment of a
permanent program of adult education in a State.

(3) The emergency aduli education program, if continued through another
year or two without careful planning and direction, will very likely result in
a lowering of the present effectiveness of the classes due to the fact that cur-
tailed relief funds, necessitating tighter relief qualifications for work, will
eliminate numbers of the more successful adult education teachers and the

s First yearbook of the Pacific Northwest Association for Adult Education. Report of fifth annual
meeting, Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, and Wuhington, held at Spokane, Wash., April 740, 1936.
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use of a greater proportionate number of teachers with less ability, thus
lowering the general efficiency of the entire adult education program.

The New York Adult Education CoutIcij arranged and held at the
New York School for Social Research, New York City, on October
22, 1935, a panel discussion on the question: How 'has the expenditure
of emergency funds for adult education affected the chances for a
stable and growing adult education program? Excerpts from this
discussion as reported in the January 1936 number of the Journal of
Adult Education indicate the trends of the thinking of that, group
relative to the importance of the emergency adult education program.

Jennie M. Flexner, readers' adviser, New York Public Library: I see a
more specific result that I consider favorable. Hundreds of thousands of
persons who are eager for more education could not have been persuaded to
go into the formal classrooms of the night high schools or continuation
schools, but they have flocked into the emergency classes where the instruc-
tion has been informal and, being intended to distract the student's mind
from his troubles, has been centered around the things that he was interested
in and the things that he could do.

Caroline A. Whipple, supervisor of adult education, Neu. York State
Department of Education: I see still another good thing 7pr before have
so many people .been working full time on adult educ . In the public

-schools and colleges adult education has always been alcoart-time job. Among
the emergency teachers we have men and women who are completely ab-
sorbed in this one job, whose bread and butter depends upon it, and who are
especially sympathetic with the persons they teach because they are all
meeting the same economic difficulties.

Philip N. Youtz, director, Brooklyn museums: I want to add another good
word for the emergency program. I think it has taken education somewhat

4
out of the hands of the educators, who were in danger of becoming a sort of
priesthood, and has secullirized it once more by transferring some of the
initiative and the control to tile people who are to be educated.

Mrs. Lucy Wilcox Adams, executive secretary, Californ: el Association for
Adult Education.A good adult-education program hns I,ceit developed when
and only when, the educational feature has been stressed. With trained
administrators the program has had some chance of success, but in small
communities where adult education was new and where teachers were

. chosen solely on the ground of their need for jobs, I should say that the
emergency education program has been a failure. And where that has
happened, I can testify from my personal observation, reluctance to give
support to adult education and even animosity toward the whole idea have
developed where there was only indifference before. * * * In one place
in California where we had a large adult-education program that offered
mainly elementary and vocational subjects we saw the program discontinued
without protest from any but the people who had attended the classes, and
that protest was unheeded. In another California community where the
night school had been developed as a community center with a forum and a
variety of classes, though fewer people were reached, th,eir influence in the
community was important enough to block an effort to do away with the
program. Instead, it was actually enlarged.

.
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Jerome II. Bentley, activities secretary, Y. M. C. A. of the city of New York.
Our people in this country are about 95, or perhaps 99 percent persuaded
that tax money is properly spent fur the education of young children, and
possibly (;() 1.)ercelit of them approve its expenditure for secondary education
Less than 5 percent, I think, are convinced that public money should
spent for adult education. And yet, if we are going to have adult educntiw
on a scale at all counmetkurate with our !well of it, we must penol tax mor:e%
lor it, and to do that we must have a much huger percentage of our peopli
educated to) see the \\ kdoili of such exponolit at's. The emergency edueatio:
program. where it Ns heel! I:as advanced us a long way in t!,a.
direction, I believe. Large nunibers nf pcop:o who have known 11o',Ilint4
adult education in the pa:.t love flOW come it4t1) interesting contact Nvith it
US teachers or organizers or students, ahol.these contacts have undoubtedi%
done much to create an adult-educatio.:-I ¡hided .

Among important conclusions that seem evident as a result of ex-
periences growing. out of the emergency adult-education program are:

1. Adults will take advantage of educational opportunities if pro-
gram and methods of instruction are provided in accordance with
their needs, interests, and methods of learning. The results indicate
verY clearly that adults are eager for additional educational privileges.

2. The scientific establishment of the ability of adults to learn has
been carried beyond the laboratory, and tile fact that adults do learn
has been demónstrated on a larger scale and in a wider range.of sub-
jects than was ever done before.

3. Persons engaged in various lines of occupational work may be
found who can teach successfully, especially if given short intensive
training in the principles of instruction, claseis of adults enrolled in
courses prepared to meet their specific needs.'

The importance of the adult emergency education program is
emphasized by L. R. Alderman, Director of the Education Division
of the WPA, in a report made by him March 31, 1937: -

The education program has demonstrated that. adults can learn and that
they want to learn. Many educational leaders now see that our regular
school systems have not provided adequate gervice for adults. They are
moving to extend the services of public schools to include mature men and
women. But some of our needs for adult editcation are so urgent that wo.

cannot afford, r113 a Nation, to await the necessarily slow development of
State and local educational services. At such a time the WPA education
program is doing far more than any other single agency to serve the needs
of the Nation. Millions of men and women feel that the emergency program
was started for them, that it is suited to their needs, and that it should he
continued until their needs have been met. Nothing has ever occurred moro.
encouraging to those who realize that the preservatipn of demScracy depewk
upon the continuous education of its citizens. 0,

EDUCATION IN THE CCC C.fM PS so

On March 31, 1933, Eniergenq Conservation Work 4.s authorized
by Congress and t days later was established by the President.
Robert Fechner, of Boston,IMass., was appointed as Director, and

* Prepared by Howard W. Oxley, director of CCC carT education.
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the Secretary of War, the Secretary of Agriculture, the Secretary of
the Interior, and the Secretary of Labor were designated to appoint a
representative of each of these Dppartments to act as an advisory
council to the Director.

Originally the number of men to be enrolled was fixed at 250,000.
Twenty-five thousand of these men were to be veterans and approxi-
mately 11,000 were to be Indians. No age or marital limitations were
imposed on these groups. The balance, approximately 215,000, were
to be men between the ages of 18 and 25 years, physically fit, unem-
ployed, unmarried, 'and selected from familieyon relief rolls.

The Labor Department became responsibre for the selection of the
junior enrollees and the Veterans' Administration for the selection
of the veterans. The selection of Indian enrollees and the adminis-
tration of their camps was handled entirely by the Department of the
Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs. The War Department was re-
sponsible for the enrollment of both veteriins and juniors and for. the
construction and administration of the camps. These administrative
duties included providing transportation, shelter, clothing, food, med-
ical care, compensation, recreational, educational, and religious ac-
tivities, and ad.option and enforcement of a disciplinary code. The
Department of Agriculture and the Department of the Interior plan
and execute the work projects of all camps, excepting a small number
for which the War Department is responsible.

According to the Second Report of the Director of Emergency
Conservation Work (April 5, 1933, to March 31, 1934):

Initial educational activities in the corps were of an extremely informal
nature. Generally, a camp would produce at least a small group of men who
were interested in asking questions about their own work or some.other kind
of work. Usually, the Army officers or the work-supervising personnel, or
all together, would try to answer some of the questions of the interested
group or perhaps make a Relies of informal lectures on many subjects.

In many instances enrollees who were illiterate have been "taught their
letters" by interested officers or work personnel. In some cases the corps
area conunanders laid out provisional courses of instruction which camp
commanders were required to present to enrollee& In some instances, as
many as 20 courses were prepared and recommended.

On December 7, 1933, a plan for an amplified educational program
was approved by the President, which provided that the Office of
Education would act in an advisory capacity to the War Department
in all matters affecting the, educational program. A director of CCC
camp education was appointed by the Commissioner of Education
to select and supervise corps area and camp educational advisers,
and to reconunend to the Secretary of War the Qut lines of instruction,
teaching procedures, and types of teaching nuilerials_ for use in the
camps.

The original plan also provided for the appointment of a Cforps area
educational adviser in each of the nine corps areas to act in an ad-

.
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visory capacity to the coms area commander on educational matters.
An assistant corps area adviser was authorized and assigned to each
of the nine corps areas in July 1935. Until that time corps area
educational advisers were called upon to supervise the educational
work of all the camps in their corps areas. The authorization of
district educational advisers during this year completed the chain
of organization and provided for more adequate supervision of the
work. District commanders, aided by their district advisers, were
able to provide. better training for camp advisers and thus to develop
more satisfactory programs.

The quota of camp advisers varied greatly sime the beginning of
the educational program, due to the fluctuation in the size of the
corps, as is shown by the following table:

4

TABLE 6.-QUOTA OF CCC CAMP ADVISERS, FEBRUARY 1934 TO
JULY 1936

ber of companies
ofa of advisers

ber of advisers on duty

i February I February. July 1935 FebruarY198 ! July 19361934 j 1933
1

1, 466 1, 579 1, 638 24 27Q
1, 466 1, OM 1, 267 2, 000

625 1, 079 1, 263 1, 336

2, r58
1, 900
1, 880 ,

7

2, 109
2. 109
1, 999

A study of the personnel records of 1,321 advisers appointed during
the fiscal year, July 1935 to June 1936, revealail that all are college
-graduates, 74 percent having bachelor's degrees, 23 percent mastér's
degrees, and 3 percent doctor's degrees. More than half of them have
majored in education and the social sciences during their college years.
Approximately 60 percent had previous experience in teaching, and 12
percent had administrative school work. About 40 percent had
business or industrial experience.

The duties and responsibilities of 'camp educational advisers may
be classified briefly under six nAllor headings:

1. To have general supervision of the educational activities in
the camp.

2. To develop an educational program suited to the needs and
interests of the men in his camp. '44

3. To secure supplementary educational facilities from schools,
colleges, and other organizations, for the camp program.

4. To supervise the work of the assistant leader for education.
5. To recommend to the company commander opportunities for

coordinating the educational program with the work and
recreational programs of the enrolled men.

43. To advise and counsel :with enrollees on their educational
program and vocational'. development.

es
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COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION.

In order to obtain the active intere4 and cooperation of the military
and technical personnel, commit tees'on education have been organized
in a large number of camps. In several corps areas these commit tees
were organized in all camps by order of the corps nrea commAder.
The committee consists of the company commander, project superin-
tendent, educational adviser, and an outstanding enrollee. Its pur-
pose is to develop the educational program in all its phases, during the
work hours and in the leisure time of the enrollees.

COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE.

The success of a camp educational program depends primarily upon
the effectiveness of the camp adviser's work in counseling and guid-
ance. The first duty of the adviser in this respect is to interview
enrollees upon their first arrival in the camp. Enrollees having com-
mon interests are then organized into groups for work under competent
leaders. Those requiring individual treatment receive personal at-
tention from competent persons. The CCC educational program is
designed to meet the needs and interests of more than a million and a
half enrollees who have been members of the corps since its'inception.

EDUCATIONAL A-CT/VITIES

Two and one-half years of experience in CCC camp education indi-
cates unmistakably the predominant interests of enrollees in preparing
for and getting a job in normal civilian life. This is shown by the
enrollment in the three major types of educational activities offered
in the camps. At the present time more than 64 percent of the enroll-
ment is in some form of occupational training.' The following table
indicates the trend in this direction over a period of 9 months:

TABLE 7.-ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN CCC CAMPS
OVER A 9-MONT11 PERIOD

Sebool level
October 1933

Enrollment Percent

1 2 3

Academic courses
Occupational training
Recreational activities

902, 815
3M, 176

62, 266

33
57
10

January 1936

Enrollment Percent

199, 357
463, 852

96, 529

26
61
13

June 1936'

Enrollment I Percent

6

166, 848
430, 962

76, 523

25
64
11

ACADEMIC COURSES.

Educational level of enrollee& The educational level of enrollees
varies considerably in each camp and corps area, but on a country-
wide basis there has been little or no change from month to month
in the percentage of enrolle'es on each level. The proportion for ea;h
school level is given in the following table:

to
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4

TABLE S. PROPORTION-OF CCC ENROLLEES 'BY SCHOOLtEVEL

! October
1934

July 1935 Oc1t9(3'bs
1936

er January Tune 1936School level

1

Illiterstc (I)
Elementary
High school
College

3 4 se t s

2. 5 2. 5 2. 5*
26 23. 5 ' 28.5 4.4:

55. 0 0%1 'I 53 0
IS ls. 4 16.2 16. 0 1 Is o

I No report avai13b1e.

Diminatih of illiteracy.The above table reveals tha't approxi-
mately 2 3-. percent of the enrollees are illiterate. Naturally, elimina-
tion of illiteracy has been considered one of the primary objective
of the program. In October 1935 the Office of Education issued a
publication suggesting a number of techniques and materials that
'had been found to be of value in instructing illiterate enrollees.
The Ninth Corps Area educational adviser's office published a text
designed specifically for use in the CCC camps. Results achieved
in this field are shown in the following table:

TABLE 9.-NUMBER AND PERCENT OF CCC ENROLLEES TAUGHT
TO1 READ AND WRITE

1111111

November
1934

July
1935

Number of illiterates (I)
f

7, 369
,

Number learning to read and writt 2.062 6. 521
Percentage (') 158

October
1935

4

January
1936

June
1936

11. 2S3 10, 927 11. slit
90 TN 9, 169

SO b4 v2

I No report available.

It is estimated that 40,000 enrollees have' béen taught to read and
write since the start of the CCC.

Elementary, high-school, and college courses.Reports on the enroll,
ment in the various t:ipes of courses were not secured until July 015.
The follówing table indicates the erwollment in academic courses for
3 selected months during the year:

--TABLE 10. ENROLLMENT IN ACADEMIC COURSES IN CCC CAMPS

Elementary subjects
High-school subjects
ÇoIlege subjects

October
1935 ,

80, 016
114,72%3

8,071
1

1

1

:

.

. 2 '-

; 2-4

.511 .fli .,

.
I

.

I

6

7. (Ili
1 1

,

I

41.

..

Januiry
1938

90, 695
101, 584

7,078

June
1936

4

77,34'
83. 45

61020

4

,

1
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OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING,.

Occupational training in CCC camps divides naturally in %-t)

major act4ities: Training on the job and general vocationhl educa-

33

non.
Training on. the jub.---Iliere are more than 60 major types of work

in which the Civilian Conservation Corps is engaged. These major
olassifications may be broken down into more than .300 jobs for
training purp.oses. The number of enrollees i.ec'eiving such planned
instruction is shown in the fo115wing table:

TABLE 1L MBER OF CCC ENROLLEES RECEIVING JOB TRAINING

Number of enrollees receiving job training.

A pril
1935

July October
1935

January
i

'June
1936 .4 1936

e 3
1

4 $ 6

*.s, 231 13!), (K3 1lrS. 73 2:44. 706 215, 320

,

Vocatiwial education. To supplement the vocational instrue
gained through job. training, courses% ha ve been arranged in the
camRschools which contain more detailed and advanced vocational
mati;rial. o lp improve the content of these courses:the Office
of Education iqued to the camps 15 lesson outlines delding with such
subjects as agriculture, auto repair, carlientry, cooking, mechanical
drawing, radio 'servicing, and plane surveying. A Manual for In-
structors was also distributed to all .companies. The enrollment in
these vocational courses is as follows:

TABLE 12. MBER OF CCC ENROLLEES IN VOCATIONAL COURSES

July October I January
19:36 193 I 1936

3

April
1936

June
1936

Enrollment in vocat ional courses...,....... I 13), 000 1C2, 393 229, 146 206.962 I 215, 642

I Figure for-4111y 14.035 is estimated.

Agricultural education. It i%-; estimated that approximately 40
percent of CCeyenrollees are from rural communities and in. all
Probability the lprger proportion will engage in farming as their' life
work. Agricultural education was stressed (luring the spring of 1936.
The interest and cooperation of the Department of Agriculture's
Extension Service find of the \vocational Division of tl!e Office of
Education were secured and suggestions for establishing or improving
agricultural courses were sent out to all camps. The formation of
practical projects in gardening, poultry raising, dairying, and othee
agricultural activities was encouraged. As a result, about 50 percent
of the companies now offer agricultural courses.

t
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RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES.

The impsortauce of recreational and avocational activities has not
been neglected in the .scheme of CCC" camp education. .The obvious
value of arts and crafts, music, and dramatics lies, of course, in the
development of the capacity of the .men in the camps to entertain
themselves during their leisure time. These activities also contribute
to an improved morale in the camps. A secondary value is the
pössibility of art enrollee's developing skills in a craft or in music or
dramatics, enabling him tó earn a living_ in these fields. Thus
numberbof talented enrollees have been employed by the Federal
Radio Project as actors and musicians. Likewise, a number of
enrollees have been given "try-outs by the major league baseball club
and several of them have been retained as promising rookies.

TAB.I.E 13. ENROLLMENT IN RECREATIONAL AQTIVI TIES IN CCC
CAMPS

Activity

Arts and crafts
Music
Drama

Total e

October January
1935 1938 April 1936 June 1936

18,693 29, 355 29,864
31,360 47, 759 30,823
12,213 19, 415 14,771

$2,218 N, 84,458

29, 5fil
35, ill
11,57S

76, 523

MISCELLANEOUS A s ITIES.

In addition to the acade1nic, vocational, recreational, and agii-
cultural activities going on in the camps, there are a number of equally
important activities which cannot be classified under these heads.
Thus; the enrollffient "in bean, first-aid, lifesaving, and safety
courses averaged more than 100,000 per month. A recent survey
indicatedo that more than half the camps have organized discussion,
forum groups, or debating clubs. More . than 1,600 camps now
publish camp newspapers, and these newspapers form the nucleus
for a number of other educational activities. Organized courses of
instruction in the duties and responsibilities of citizens are given in a
large number of camps. Approximately 75 percent of the camps
have organized training groups for the .developinent of enrollee
leaders. Attempts to inculcate wholesome habits are made in a
variety of ingenious ways on the work job, on the playing field, in the
dining. hall, in the barracks, and in visits to local towns. Camp
libr 'es have been expanded to the extent that 350,000 books are
cir ti- ting monthly to more than 150,006 'enrollees. Nitarly 10,000
educational films dealing with a wide variety of subjects are being
shpwn to enrollees every month. ..0. .
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CCC INSTRUCTORS.

Teachers are drawn from the militaiy and technical personnel in
the camps, from the enrollees themselves, and are often supplied by the
Federal Emergency Education Prpgram or by the State or local .
community in which the camps are located. Reports indicate that
the number of persons offering instruction iikreased froin 15,922 in
April 1935 to 31,545 in June 1936. The increase is particularly
noticeable in the growing interest and cooperation of tlft militarf
and technictil personnel. On a per company basis, the number of
Army officers acting as instructors increased 50 percent and the
number of technical personnel increased 150 percent. The numb.er
of instructors of various types is indicated in the following table: 14

TABLE 14. NUMBER OF INSTRUCTORS IN CCC CAMPS

April 1935 Octobt.r JaNuary
193; lt;

2

Educational advisers
Assistant educational advisers
M ilitary staff
Technical staff
Enrnllees
EEP teachers

-

Is.
1

I

i

1,
1,
2.
4,
3,
1,

Juno 1936

407 2, (127 . 1, 924 1, S35
2 1, !r29 I 1, S461.914 ;

4. "42 I431 3, 975
fi, gib.' 1 lo, 714 1

e 4, 3So
11, 935155 !

693 . -§, .311 S. OWs, n14 ,

1
go 762 I1s4 11,321

Rezular school teachers 7112 413 1,Others 1, utS 1, 317 '

177
1, 3.763 : 1, 185

Total is. rzt 23. 906 , 31, 633 31, 516
.1MAI

PLACEM T ACTIVITIES.

The b sic purpose of the educatimial program is to return enrollees
to their home communities better equipped mentally and morally for
their duties as citizens and with a better knowledge of the Govern-.
meiit under which they live and of all that that Government means.
The CCC officials, therefore, in addition to offering educational
opportunities to the enrollees while in camp, are making intensive
efforts to assist enisollees to find employment upon their return home.
To assist in the work of satisfactorily ad¡nsting enrollees to com-
munity conditions and in helping them locate work, advisers in
several corps areas have fostered the formation of community guidance
and placement councils.

The 'efforts of CCC officials to help CCC men bridge the gap
between camp and employment are undoubtedly winning substantial .

results. Camp authorities are deeply gratified over a recent report
from Director Fechner's office stating that 145,531 men left the
corps during the year of 1935 to accept employment.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FOR ADULTS

During the past few years there has been an increasing emphasis
in vocational education placed upon training opportunities for adult&
This has resulted from a better understanding on the part of employers,

'ft
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o

the general public, and the warkers themselves of the importonce of
upgfading persons engaged in vocational and profeisional occupations.

p \\about dpht this better understanding has been quick'ened by efroct,
arising out of the depresiion. Competitioir among workers for job.
has difreded their attention to self-improvement and occupational
compet.ney as an asset fin opportunities for employment.; comretition
for orders (*)fi the part of manufacturing companies has pointed to re-

duced production costs through better-qualified workmen ; competition
for practice among- professional people has convinced them of fire v)drfb

of increased technical knowiedge and skill in selling their service.
Occupational training for adults takes many forms and is parried on

by various 'agencies. Industrial plants ma'y provide foremanship
equrses at thei own expense and on company time, apprentice training
for young workers, and instruction for upgrading journeyme'n work-
men in special operations or for adjusting them to meet the require-
ments of new pro(:(%-ci hanges in occupational skills. Professional-
schools, both public\ am private, may provide courses for keeping.
practitioners abreast\of the developments in their professions. The
public schools may pl wide training in technical knowledge inici

in part-time and even lg clasZs in any Jine of work which they are
equipped to -give that \ is re.garded as a worth-while social service.
Literally, the butcher, title baker, the "electric-light maker" are going

.

to school. \ _.

,

During the year 1936 4cctitred the greaest expimsion in the part-
time program in .vocationkl education. As high as 95 percent of the
agricultural .-Wirchers in soine States_ organized vocational abgriculture
classes for out-of-school farm youth 16 to 25 years f age. In the, field
of trades and industry special emphasis has recen been placed upon
providing,training opportunities for persons temporarily out of employ-
ment. For such persons many part7time classes have belln organized .

;

in shop and related subjects having for their purpose instruction that
will 'help the.worker to keep up uith new developments iit both mate-
rials of instruction and processes as these pertain to a giveii occupation.
The Federal Conunittee

,
on Apprentice Training, in the Department of

Labor, which was providal with funds to carry ou its work through the
National Youth Administration, is promoting the development of

agreements and collecting information on which to base legislation for
the furtherance of desirable apprenticeship regulations in trades and
industrY. The work of the Committee is 4upp1emented by the Office
of Education, United States Department of he Interior, in its admin-
istration of national vocational-education lawit in building up adequate
apprenticeship-training programs under State plans for vocational
edimatiQn. .As a put of the proeram for adult lioi4e,makers, consiaer-
able emphasis has been placed upon, the developinent of special courses

, fot household employees and for special groups including Spanish'
Americans, mountain people, and blegroes. \ "
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The enrollment in public-school classes operated under State plans
for vocational education of farmers, trade and indlorial workeN, and
homemakers, in evening Classes for the year ending June 30, 1936,
totaled 391,168. These persons were adults taking work tv improve
their efficiency in daily vocational duties. For the samP year,
334,513 young people employéd in the same voeatli'mal fields mere
enrolled in part-time classes to secure instruction that would supple,-,
ment what they were learning in employment.

Below are given enrollments in clilsses organized under State plans
for vocational education fur the types of 'instruction in the year: indi-
cakId. The data are taken from Digest of Annual Reports of State
Boards for Vocational Education to.the Office of Education, Division
of Vocational Education for the Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1036.

. EVENINGINC; CLASSES

Year

. 4

1032
1934
1935
1936

Agriculture

Men

Trade and industry

omen Men

3 4

S3, 802 5, 600 144,
94, 241 6, 400 121,

6, 848 148,
102, 620 8, 748 117,

132
810
556
90

4
Women

3

14, 927
17, 923
17, 9(X)
9, 893

..41,-

*

Hnme eco-
numies

6

152, 444
.129, 485
138, 361
153, 996

PART TIME (TRADE EXTENSIQN)

1932 10, 730
1'934 ..,
1935 S

13, 162
a 23, 253

1936 22, 191
I.

62
111
679
210

34, 090
23, 480
.51, 225
97, 853

11, 344
13, SO7
22, 169
31, 455

38, 818
31, 694
38, 744
37, 080

No men registered. "'
val

Below are given data on reimbursement from Federal money for
salaries of teachers in the different types of vocational courses indt
cated:

EVENING CLASSES

Year

1

,e

1932
1934
1935
1936

Agriculture

2

$87, 244
42, 520
78, 806
39, 448

Trade and
industry

$334, 818
234, 577
8;1,218
253, o

Borne eco-
nomies

4

$211, 303,
131, 623
167, 640
17e,

PART-TIME (TRADE EXTENSION)

1932
1934
1935
1906

6, 502
6,338

17, 105
10,258

417, 803
332, 700
585, 207
661, 714

4
87,164

.441034
41;399

r! . gym.

lbw

4.

.
-
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*
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CIVILIAN REHABILITATION (FEDERALLY AIDED)

The Federal Government has assumed the responsibility for cooper-
ating with States in providing opportunities for. the rehabilittition of

civilian persons physically handicapped that will prepare them for
suitable employment. The Government ald9 in this work through
-appropriations made to States on thè basis of population. In order
to participate in this fund a State cannot spend less than the amount
furnished by the Federal Government. Forty-five States: the District
of Columbia, the Territory of Hawaii, and the island of Puerto Rico
have now accepted the Federal plail and are carrying on cooperative
programs. The program in a State is administered by the State board
for vocational education in necordance with a Ow approved by the
Office of Education, United States Department of the Interior, which
Office administers the Federal acts. The impprtance of such a pro-
gram is apparent when it is considered that approximately 300,000
persons are permanently disabled by accident or disease yedrly.
Many of these persons, if provided proper opportunities, can be suc-

cessfully rehabilitated for employment and may thus become not ¿nly
self-supporting but contributors to our national welfare. Many, if
left to their own efforts, are unable to make the necessary adjustments
for entering vocational eniployment and frequently become a charge
upon public or private charity%

During the year 1936 there were 10,338 persons rehabilitated under
this cooperative plan of the Federal Government and the States. At

the end of that year, 44,625 disabled persons were enrolled in these
rehabilitation programs. The rehabilitation rolls 114e very percepti-
bly increased during the past few years, which fact may be largely
accounted for by increased funds made available for the purpose by a

grant. of $70,000 per month from the Federal emergency relief funds
which was discontinued on June 30, 1935-and from the supple-
mentary annual appropiiation of $841,000 ptovided under the Na-
tional Security Act. The total amount of money experided on these
cooperative programs during the year ended June 30, 1936, was

$2,602,676, of which 'suin $1,358,100 was exi)ended from State and
locil funds. de

k Below are given the number of disabled persons vocationally re-

habilitated on June 30 of the years ihdicated and also the amount of

money expended.
allIMOrms

Year

19:32
. 1933-

'Number rehabilitated

Total Men

5, 550 4, 367
5, 613 4, 432
8, 062 6, 319
9, 422 7, 527

10,838 8, 162

Expenditure's

Women Total

4

1, 183 $2, 189, 140
1, 181 2, 176, 125
1, 743 2, 079, 905

1, 895 2, 247, 047
2, 602, 676

Federal

$997, 811
999, 469
915, 659

1, 031, 818
1, 244, 576

State and
local

7

$11 191,329
1, 176, 576
1, 164, 245
1, 2 129
1, . tO0

4r

1934_

3

.T7
4111.3f-

ra19354__'

,
;
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The ci4stribution; according to certain items, of the 10,380 persons
rehabiieated in 1936 is interesting.. Of this total number 8,152 were
men aud\2,186 were women. Their distribution according to age was

. as follows: Under 21 years of age, 2,617; 21-30 years of age, 3,667;
3140 years of age, 1,884; 41-50 years of age, 1,362; 50 and over 888.
Of the total number 6,103 were single ;.3,780 were married ; and 455
were wido*ed, divorced, or separated. The distribution according to
dependents was as follows; No dependents, 5,776; one dependent,
1,407; two dependents, 1,146; three dependents, 85S, four or more
dependentsrt 1,151. The amount of education completed by these
rehabilitate0 persons was: No schooling, 142; completion of grades
1-3, 250; grades 4-6, 1,197; grades 7-9, 3,687; grades 10-120,689;
high-school kraduates, 2,226; post high school, 1,147.

The abovo data are taken from A Digest of Annual Reports -of the
State Boards jor Vocational Educcition to the Office of Education , Division
of Vocational\Education, for the.' Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1936.

Vocational \rehabilitation as a comparatively new service being
rendered by t e Federal Governnwnt and States is confronted by a few
problems som4 of which will require special arrangements for their
solution.° Son of these special problems are de§cribed in the report
just mentioned

The special problems with which State rehabilitation serviecsAare faced in
the vocational rehabilitation of the handicapped may be classified under two
major headings: (a) Those connected with the preparation of such persons for
employment, and (b) those involved in securing employment for them after
their preparation has been completed. Approximately 60 pereent of the
handiiapped who are eligible and feasible of rehabilitation are young persons
who have had no vocat:onal experience. * * * Increasing competition
for jobs is tending toward an exclusion of larger and larger nuMbers of the
handicapped. The time is approaching when industry and commerce will
employ only the most highly trained, skillful, and leas seriously disabled.
This tendency has been accentuated in most States through law§ intended to
promote social and economic* security. * * * In orderb that a more
successful approach may be made to the whole problem of rehabilitating the
handicapped, it will he necessary for rehabilitation workers to equip them.

selves with the best possible working knowledge of all the fields inwlved
in the diagnosis, treatment, and placement of the handicapped. A number
of developments which have a definite relation to the rehabilitation program
have taken place during the past i'vw years. New methods of treating disease
have been developed; new Methods of manufacturing and fitti.ng artificial
appliances have been devised; lei' provisions for training tipprentices in the
trades have been adopted; and a new conception of the functions and opera-
tions of public employment offices have grown up. The scientific approach
is needed to understand the_ best methods of utilizing these new developments
in the rehabilitation of the. handicapped.

WORKERS' EDUCATION

The term Workers' Educationlin its general connotation- means
educational opportunitjes to meet the needs of a special group of
adults, namely, industrial workers. Its program is characterized by

. 4
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the attention given to the problems arising out of the daily activiti('b,
MI these workers and citizens and to theit needs for further general
educational and cultural training. As such, workers' education is not
new either in this country or in Europe. However, its form of organ-
ization and its emphasis as well as the extent to which it has existed
have varied from time to time, and as a movement has been greatl.%
augmented during the past 15 'years. Its early development in America
was manifested by the establishment of mechanics' institutes and the
organization of evening classes which were largely effected by worker
themselves through trade 11111011S and other agencies interested in
promoting the welfare of industrial workers as a group. By 1901)
labor colleges were coming into existence and in 1921 the Workers'
Education Bureau of America was established by a group composed
of members of trade unions and oi teachers for the purpose of serv-
ing as a clearing house of information and as a guide in the develop-
ing movement of workers' education. The Bureau has exercised a

large influence in directing the aim of workers' education, in develop-
ing appopriate nwthods for instruction, and in creating suitable in-
structional materials and a supply of literature on subjects of study
prepared to meet the needs of the student workers.

The Workers' Edification movement has developed various forms
of instructional organization and techniques. Among these may be
mentioned: (a) The study class which is a group of union workers
holding 10 to 20 weekly, meetings, under the direction of an instructor,
for the in'Irpose of systematit study of problems of special interest to

occupationaf work and,_ employment. While these meetings are in-
formal in character, they represent a serious effort on the part of the
workers to improve their understanding of many of the problems that
affect their welfare. The meetings are usually lwld iii the union
ball or in some public building such as a library or school building.
A group of such study classes bound together under the direction of
a board created by a central labor union constitutes a nonresident
trade-union college. In 1936 it was estimated that as many as
150,000 workers under the gui(lance of 2,500 'teachers were enrolled
for study in these informal groups. (b) A few resident labor college:
are now in existence which are exclusiveely for the purpose of provid-
ing appropriate instruction foil workers. Such subjects as economics,
the history df labor, and journalism receive emphasis. Some colleges
operate for only 3 months in the year; others provide courses of from
1 to 3 years in h'ingth. (e) The summet school is opilrated in a 7111111-

her of places in connection with collegiate institutions, including some
for omen. 1The sessions range from 6 weeks to 2 months in length.
The instruction is devoted largely to social and economic problems.
Four schools of this kind are now (1936) associated and operated as
affiliated schools for workers. (d) A number of labor institutes 'have
6een conducted cooperatively br State universities and State federa-
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lions of labor. Each institute usually lasts from 3 to days and
discusses labor problems.

A few- examples will serve to show the nature of the organization
and the kinds of programs carried on by institutions conducting pro-

grams in workers' education:
Co),fsioNWEALTH CoLLEGE, MENA, ARK.

nonfactional, nonsectional resident labor college; 1-year curric-
ulum which includes labor orientation, political economy, courses in

social studies, practical art techniques, public speaking, drama, re-

search, field projects. School operates four quarters per year.

Average enrollment, 50.
BRYN MAWR SUMMER Hoof, FOR WOMEN WourdAt. IN km CoNDUCTED

IN 1935 AT MoUNT IVY CAMP, POMONA, N. i.

Residmt suminer school for vomen workers in industry-. Students
representing many different trades and backgrounds, recruited from

important industrial centers in this country zuld abroad. Students
are from 20 to 35 years of age, with nt least 2 years' experience 11

industry and school preparation through sixth grade. The purpose
of the school is to study liberal subjects and to stimulate an active
and continued interest m problems of our economic order. Subjects
include: English, public speaking, literature, general science, social
history. Enrollment, 100.

tnOR INSTITUTE, RUTGERS UNIVERsITY, NEW BRUNswIcK, N. J.

Three- to five-(hly labor institute conducted by university in co-

operation with New Jersey Federation of Labor and Workers' Etiuca-
tÀon Bureau, held annually during summer. 1.ectures and discus-
sion forums on some general topics such as labor and world economic

problems. Registration in 1 935 was 110.

BROOK %% OOD LABOR COLLEGE, KATONAII, N. Y.

Nonfactional progressive labor college. Six months' resident
course. Trains workers for more effective activity in labOr movenient.

Prepares pamphlets and boòks written especially for workers.

ScHom. FOR WORKERS IN INDUSTRY, UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, Wis.

Purpose # to prepare industrial workers to meet economic issues
intelligently and effectively through their organizations. Six-weeks'

summer school ,on campus and winter program Of institutes through-
out- the State in cooperation with central labor bodies. Summer
curriculum includes economics, English, and history. Requirements:

20 years of age, at least eighth-grade education, and at least 2 years'
experience in industry. Attendance, summer 1935, was 4ii; attend-
ance at 10 winter institutes, 6,000.

The above accounts are based on reports found in Handbook of

Adult Education in the United States, 1936.3'

Itowden. Dorothy, editor. Handbook of Adult Education in the United Statm, 1936. New York,

American Association for Adult Education, 1936.
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In a brief account of the Workers' Education program in operation
at the University of California Mr. Kerchen says:

On the outer fringe of recent adult education history is the latest arrival,
workers' education. * * * Today workers' education is generally accepted
because it cannot he ignored. * * * In the State of California workers' edu-
cation is a joint enterprise between the California State Federation of Labor
on one hand em the extension division of the University of California on
the other. The direction is under the control of a joint committee on work-
ers' education, composed of nine members, five of whom represent labor and
the remainder the University of California. The reason for labor control on
this comniittee was to make the plan eligible for affiliation with the Workers'
Education Bureau of America, which is the official 'organ of the American
Federation of Labor.

The expenses entailed in the promotion of this plan imposes no obligations
upon labor. The salary of the director of Workers' Education as well as
his organizational expenses is carried by the extension division of the uni-
versity. The cost of instruction, however, is paid by the class taking the
work, or frequently by the union, or sometimes shared by ea0.32

The program includes labor institute's and class instruction in such
suu;ects Loybor history, labor economics, labor law, unemploy-
ment problems, English, speech making, wage studies, and modern
literature.

Spencer Miller, Jr., director, Workers' Education Bureau of
America, says:

The modern workers' education movement compktes in 1936 fifteen years
of activity. In this decade and a halrit has evolved from a vague aspira-
tion intE a tangible movement; it has developed a reMonably clear philoso-
phy and it has brought forth a vast body of material; it has made a substan-
tial contribution to the techniques of teaching adults; it has.,even enlisted
the cooperation of the Federal Government through the development of the
emergency educational program. Today the movement stands as one of
the most vital parts of the entire adult education movement in the United
States. t-lt hai won- a significant recognition from labor on the one hand and
from educational institutions on the other. It bids fair to exercise an
increasing influence on the direction of American public education."

In addition to the program m Workers' Education con cted by the
University of California, the public schools of the Stale under the
direction and supervision of the California State De artment of
Education, are providing programs in workers' edu ion. The total
State enrollments in these prograrfis for the period from October 1934,
to August 1935, ranged from 2,888 in the month of June to 7,899 in
the month of February. The number of teachers engaged in workers'
education for the period fanged from 97 to 204. These teachers
'were given special preparation for their work by means of schools of
instruction conducted during the summers of 1934 and 1935 under the
auspim of the: Califprnia Association for Adult Education, Cali-

,
*Kerchen, John L. Orants-in-ald for State support of workers' education in California. Workers°

Education, 14: 10-11, April 1937.
Is Miller, Spencer, Jr., In Handbook of Adult Education, Dorothy Rowden, editor. New York,

American Association for Adult Education, New York, 1936. p. 1140.
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fornia State Federation of Labor, Extension Division of the State
University, Bureau of Woikers' Education, and Division of Adult
Education of the State Department of Edumtion.

The need for and the programs in workers' education in the State
of Pennsylvainia, as set forth in Bulletin No. 78 of the State ilepart-
ment of Public Instruction, is a further illustration of the trend to
make public provisions for workers' education:

Workers' eduration.The need of educational ppportuilities for adults is
shown furtter by the growing interest and effort on the part of organized
labor in providing a suitable workers' education program. For many years
labor colleges and workers' education classes have been organized and main-
tained, at times against enormous odds.

During recent years, this expansion of the education:0 program by groups
of organized and unorganized workers within the Comnlonwealth has been
very apparent. Many unions of the American Federation of Labor are now
developing educational work in connection with their regular union meet
ings. Central labor unions thro,ughout the State arc sponsoring workers'

'blasses in the social sciences, in English,, in current events, and likOt. fields.
In some places labor colleges have recently been organized.

Some of our larger organizations' of workers have appointed educational
directors. Organizations of the unemployed have sponsored classes ior their
groups. There has been, within the past few months, an increase in the
demand from settlements for help in developing classes for workers, and
forums have been established in public schools, community houses, and union
headquarters. Negro groups are becoming increasingly aAare of their prob-
lems as workers. In this growth in workers' education, the college and
university is playing its part, oftith making its resources available to workers'
groups. A summer school for workers has been held op one campus in
Pennsylvania. Another college has developed a summer institute in coop-
eration with the American Federation of Labor.

Workers' education has become a significant part of the emergency educa-
tion program in Pennsylvania. Projects in this field have been developed
as an experiment in program and method in four centers. Approximately
1,200 people attended the classes weekly in these centers, in which the work

.has been carried on largely through close cooperation between organized labor
groups and educational and community organizations.

The Nationale Recovery Act and the development of the adult emergency
relief program have aroused organized labor and wage earners generally to
their rights and responsibilities, to which little 'attention had been given.
previously. In a period of 6 months Hie membership of organized labor
more than doubled. Given a fair understanding of the fundamental prin-
ciples of economics through appropriate adult education classes will, result
in a concerted effort for the common good of inestimable and enduring value
to the. Nation. The civic and economic awakening on the part of these
hundreds of thousands of adults demands a leadership of high order and
places a heavy responsibility not only upon employer and employee, but upon
public education as well.

PARENT EDUCATION 34

Parent education in its professional aspects had its origin in pro-
grams made possible bey grants of the Laura Spelman Rockefeller

is Prepared by Ellen O. Lombard, Associate Specialist in Parent Education.
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Memorial. Subsequently many of the programs were continued
under grants of the General Education Board, although in some in-
stances the respective institutions either assumed wholly or in part
financial responsibility for the progyams under way.

Research in child development or in family relationships was con-
ducted in these programs and professional leaders were trained to
take administrative or teaching positions in the field of parent educa-
tion. Experiments in organizing and conducting parents' study
groups were also a part of these progranls. Considerable progres
was made during the period 1930-36 covered by this report, although
parent education is still in the experimental stage. Leadership ill

4)this field has been f a high quality. The employment by superin-
tendents of schoo s of trained directors of parent education in man.%

city school systems gives evidence of confidence in the movement
Universities and colleges in which the grants were used for graduate
studies in child development and parent education and the preparation
of professional leaders were: The Child Development Institute,
Teachers College, Columbia University; the Institute of Child Welfare,
University of Minnesota; the Institute of Child Welfare, University
of California; the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station, State Univer-
sity of Iowa; the Clinic of Child Development, Yale University:
Western Reserve University; University of Michigan; University of
Chicago; Harvard University; and the Merrill-Palmer School.

For supervision in a program of parent education developed ill
connection with the Federal Emergency Relief Administration, a

grant was lnade by the General Education Board. To the whole
emergency program of nursery schools and parent education tlibozad
granted $128,500. Funds w.ere also provided by the board in 1933
for the preparation of teaching materials by the Bureau of Child
Study and Parent Education of the New York State Department of
Education. Research provided by funds of the general education
board-:is limited to the pralems of physical atid mental growth
during the periods of infancy, early childhood, and adolescence.
Grants for both fellowships and child study in 1934-35 totaled about
$62,000 and in the following year $59,000.

Among the most significant happenings, which no doubt influenced
greatly the development of the parent education movement, was the
unparalleled growth in membership of the parent-teacher organization,
the National Congress of Parents and Teachers. More than 2 million
members throughout the Nation have been at work, to a greater or
lesser degree, upon parent education programs.

Other agencies and organizations, such as universities and colleges,
State departments of education, local school systen;s, health and medi-
cal organizations, churches and religious organizations of a national
and international character, college women's clubs State and national,

.
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National Council of Parent Education, the American Library Asso-
ciation, the Progressive Education Association, and the Child Study
Association of America, have taken an important part in one way or
another in the parent education movement. Other forces have
cooperated in the interest of effective work.

NEEDS IN THIS FIELD OF EDUCATION'

During the rapid changes in social and economic life of the past
decade the equilibrium of the family was upset. Parents were unpre-
pared to meet and solve the serious problems with which they were
suddenly confronted. Economic insecurity frequently weakened
their morale and parents often felt a sense of relief when organizations
outside the home assisted in the care of their children. The ancient
authority of the church and the home suffered impairment during this
period without an adequate substitute being supplied for the stabiliz-
ing influence which that authority exercised over family and swill
life in general. In view of the need for a better understanding of their
own problems, parents have sought help upon their own initiative,
individually and collectively. Parent education is the response to
their expressed needs.

Gruenberg"a says that
The significance of parent education a a N ital part of adult education lies

not so much in our discovery that parents are ptople as in the recent gen-
eral recognition of the fact that most people are parents. No plan of edu-
cation for adults can be complete that does not take into consideration this
important aspect of adult life and interest.

Scientific study of child deVelopment, family behavior, and family
relationsltip, has resulted in the accumulation of a great deal'of infor-
mation which has b'een issued during the past years in books, pain-
phlets and monographs, and other forms of presentation for the use of
professional workers. But as yet only a little of this material is
written in such terms that it can be easily read by the average parent.
One of the outstanding needs which leaders and parents are constantly
pointing out is for scientificalli sound-,books -or panlphiets in which
the fticts of mental hygiene, psychology, biology, nutrition, and soCi-

ology are presented o simply that they wed not -be interpreted by a
specialist. There is also a manifest need f6r library service to the
millions of persons in this country living in areas having no library
facilities. Parent education must depend, as does all adult education,
upon acequate library services. j These nee s have been repeatedly
emphasized by conferences and c mmit tees of parents, educator,s, and
librarians. They have been th outstanding deterrents to success in
the parent education movemen

al

141 Gruenberg, Sidonle Matsner. Child Study limps for Parents In Adult Education in Action.
New York, The American Association for Adult Education. Md. p. W2.
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There is need for a better understanding and cooperation between
the home and the school on the one hand and parent education
activities on the other. In general, teachers are not prepared by
teacher-training institutions to participate in the development of prac-
tical and successful cooperative parent-teacher relations. To meet
this need, special instruction should be provided through institutes
afid conferences and units of work both in summer schools and in
regular sessions of teachers colleges and normal schools. Colleges and
universities have been slow in recognizing the potentialities in this
field. However, several universities have' provided such courses.
Among those which may be mentioned are: State universities of
Maryland and Florida; -Vassar 'College, Institute of Euthenics;
University of Michigan; and the State University of Iowa. Many
teachers colleges conduct institutes, but teachers are seldom found in
attendance because no credit is given 'for the work. There is also
need for coordination of community organizations in this field of
education.

Opportunities for family and individual counseling are as yet inade-
quately developed. There is a lack of trained persvnel for this serv-
ice. However, .the autlook is hopeful as teacher-training institutions
are offering courses for this purpose. At the-present time such services
are being undertaken by librarians, nursery school teachers, physi-
cians, classroom teachers, and workers in religious and social
organizations.

SOME TRENDS IN PARENT EDUCATION
o

A study of the pa:rent education ntyt!ement during the past half
dozeri years reveals some rather well-defined trends. Among these
may be mentioned the following:

1. There is a growing tendency to make the results of- research work
the basis of studies in parent education.%--A review of the programs of the.
past few *years in parent education shows a shift from discussions of
a purely empirical charactek to studies' based upón research findings
in such fields as physical and mental. growth, child guidance, health,
nutrition, child care, and child psychology.

The director of the National Council of Parent Education says:
The subjet mfttter for all these different types of parent education activi ty

consists of the advice of professional workers who have something to tell
homemakers and parents, and of material derived from the reports of research
in child development, home economics, education, psychology, men tal
hygiene, sociology, and gther related disciplines. The labors of research
workers, have in turn stiinulated educators, welfare workers, and clinicians
to observe children and family life more objectively and to offer. more ,sy
tematic.guidance. All these different types of study and research are sources
of parent education subject matter today."

is Bridgman, Ralph P. Parent and Family Education. In Handbook of Adult Education In the United
States, 1936. New York. American Association for Adult Education, 1936. p. 137.
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2. Programs of parent education ate e The number of
organizations interested in parent education and the scope of their
programs are both increasing.

a

In tite United States today some organized pfogrtun of adult education for
family life and parenthood may he found in every city, in many towns, and
in about 60 percent of the rural counties, conducted or sponsored generally
by one or more organizations working together. Subjects discussed vary
from Ofil structure of the nervous System to the newest hypotlwses of psycho-
analysis, from sewing baby clotlws to designing clothes to bring out person-
ality, from the history of matrimonial institutions to the effects c family
relationships of contemporary industrial organization. , 3d

3. Llterature on parent edneation is increasing. It has been esti-
mated that books dealing with parental problems are appearing at
the rate of MO per year. in addition to magazines devoted to this
special phase of education, there is an increasing number of both
educational and lay periodicals and afso newspapers that find parent
education sufficiently interestirig to their r9iders to warraut
ing occasional articles on the subject.

4. Increasing attention is bring given to (hi nerds young people .for
training in parent education.'Fite irnportvce of )roviding opportuni-
ties for young people, and especially for those out. of ;school, to study
the problems of family life and parent education, is retitiving increas-
ing consideration. ,University extension services, 'associations for
young men and for young women interested in their development
and induction into adult-life responsibilities, churches, and welfare
organizations are among the agencies now attempting to meet these
specific needs of young people.

5. School counseling with parents is increasing.Not only are more
opportunities than formerly being provided for a parent and teacher
to counsel relative to the problems of the child, but teacher-training
progranis are including.instruction on such, services by teachers.

6. The number of public schools that have organized work in parent
.education with a director of parent education in charge is increasing.

7. There is an increasing tendency for local organizations dealing
with problems in parent education and family life to cooperate for

. the improvement of parent education services.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND PARENT EDUCATION

Several departments ,of die Federal Government h ve made con-
tributions to parent education. The Depirtment of the Interior,
through the Office of Education, has called conferences of educators,
parents, librarians, and leadersi to consider means of developing
parent education; made studies of existing programs; evaluated books
and other literature; prepared reading courses for parents and bibliog-
raphies for leaders in parent education proj4icts. Publications issued

81 Op oat, p.
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during the year 1935-36 by the Office of Education on parent educa-
tion or related subjects include: Parent Education Opportunities;
Significant Programs of High-School Parint-Teachrr Associations;
Essentials in Home and School Cooperation; and Biblio4raphies on
Parent Education, Child Derelopment, Education for Family We, nnd.
United States Government Publications for Parents and LeadcrR of
Parents' Groups.

The Of pe of Education, through its vocational home economics
program, has :tended its activities to cover the organization of classes
of parents and the training of teachers of adult groups to meet, the
growing demand for leadership in child study programs of parents.
In 1935 there were sitt States in which workers in parent education
were employeii either to cooperate with State supervisors in home
economics or to work under supervision in preparing teachers to give
service in parent education.

The United States Department of Agriculture, Cooperative txten-
sion Service, works in parent education through State and county
programs of home economics extension work.

Many Popular bulletins reporting studies of conditions affecting
child life were issued and distributed by the United States Depart-
ment of Labor, Children's: 'Bureau. These publications constitute-.
an important addition to the'literature of particular importance to
parents' study groups.

The program of parent education in the Federal Emergency Relief
Administration.(now WPA) opened opportunities for the employment
of unemployed and needy teachers in 1933. Additional funds pre-
viously nwntioned supplemented Federal funds toinsure the employ-
ment of trained State supeAsors for emergency parent &education
work. The program gave opportunities for experimentation in
methods and materials. In many ingtances it brought together in
study groups persons living in remote rural areas, -not ordinarily
reached by educational influences, many of whom were living under
limited economic thanditions. The program is conducted undjr the
supervisiori of a specialist 'in nursery school and parent education
witlia special worker in charge of parent education. Statistics for the
y'ear 1936-37 indicate that 672 teachers were employed in 4;072 Classes
and that there were 60,372 persons under insfruction in the classes.

a

ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORT PARENT EDUCATION PROGRAMS

American Association of University Women.The American Asso-
ciation of University Women continued its proglam of service in
parent education to individual members and to groups of members.
Since 1930 guidance materials for parents' study groups have been

issued om 'The Infant, Pre-Adolescence, A lescence: Its Problems and
Guidanti, A Course for the Preparation oJpEay Leaders of Parent Study

a
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Groups, The Mental Health of Parents and ,Children, and many other
19th1ications. It also has carried on a book service. .

Association fur Childhood Education .---nw Associa t ion for Childhood
A Education has carried on for years a continuous program of parent

education. The committee On parent education of this organization
in 1932-33 conducted, with the cooperation of vlementary school
teachers in Kalamazoo, Mich., an inquiry as to the questions and
problems parents bring to the teacher. In 1934, the parent education
committee undertook the task of editing a series of Ik-e 1..moks for
parents On Childhoocj----The First Eight Years. Study classes and
discussion g.roups for consideration of parents' problems with their
children and with the school tire conducted during conventions of this
organizaiion. Publications of particular interest to parents have been
issued by the Association for Childhood Edlication. Among them
l'i re: Broadening Field qf Teacher Actirity, Science and the Young Child,
Mimic and Me Young Child, Art for Today's Child, The Practical Value
of Early Childhood- Education., and Home and School Cooperation in
Aursery School, Kindergarten, Primary.

.

American- Home Economics Association.The American Home
Econom Association' conducted a program of child development
and parei

)t,
education, under a foundation grant for 5 years, until

Augus 34 which wits directed by an advisory committee on child
dev opment and parent education of the Association. A full-time
field worker, was employed to hold conferences with college home
economics departments in connection w411 the development of work
in child growth, fiunily relationships, and parent education, but since
1935 the work has been conducted by a part-time worker. Publica-
tions issued were Living Together in the family and Pictures of Family
Life, both of which have been used for high school, college, and adult
study groups.

American Library Association. The American Library Association
hasabeen cooperative for many year, ivegard to the 'library needs of
parent-teacher assoCiations. and 4 pifents' study groups. A joint
committee of the National.- Council of Parent Education and the
American Library Association has been at work since 1934 to discover
ways of securing better facilities, to meet the growing needs of parents'
groups, and to point out definite studies and experiments which might
be made in the future. i

.

American, Social Hygiene Association.A division of family rela-
tions has carried the program tuf he American Social Hygiene Asso-
ciation. 'The particular contri tion of this organization to parent
education hag been through thi issuance of such pamphlets as Your
Daughter's Mother, Education,lori Marriage, Choosing a Home Parintr,
Marriage and Parenthood, Is Family Counseling a Profession, and
Marriage and Morals. In 1934 a Conference on Education for
Marriage and Family Social Relations was held under the sponsorship
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of this association, Columbia University, and the Amerkcan Hot
Economics Association.

Chikl Study 488oeiation of America. A. continuous program of child
study and parent education was conducted by the. Child Study
Association of America. Activities at. the *headquarters of .this
organization include study groups, lectures, conferences, family.
guidance and consultation, and library service.

The association has 6een working on a study in parent education
broadcasting since early in 1936. Cooperation in tits project is
received from the National Council of Parent Education and the
National Advisory Council on Radio in Education. Some of the
publications issued by the association since 1930 are Community
Programs-for Sumner Play Schools, Summer Play Schools, Music and
the Child, Radio and Children, andthe magazine Child Study.

Federal Council of Churche8-.7.--Since. 1930 the program of the Fed-
eral Council of .Churches in family %and parent education has been
under the direction of a committee on marriage and the home. Its
purposes are to study the._ jiroblems of marriage and divorce and to
find means of safeguarding marriages through the development of an
educational,program and through counseling, to promote Christian
family fife, and to collect and
dealing with marriage and Lin
been set up in outline and ad ses

isseininate denominational literature
life. Methods of procedure have

have been given at State and
local meetings, at colleges and seminaries; and cónfereuces with inter-
denominational and other groulas have been c,onducted.

International Council of Religious Education.---LA foint Committee on
parent education was formed in 1933 by the International Council
of Religious Education which prepared as basic materials a curricu-
lum 'guide on Christian educaiion for adults. part II of this guide
deals with family life and parenthOod in regard t6 situations that are
common in families and with family problems and requirements for
leadership in pare ' u s. The council issued in 1935, jointly
with the Federal ouncil of urches, a bibliogtap.hy on Education
in Family Life, Marriage, Parenthood, and Young People's Relation-

, ships, and in the same year the council issued a service bulletin OD

Home and Church Sharing in Cliiistiim Education.
National Ocaholic Welfare Conference.At least two departments

of tbe National Catholic Welfaie Conference haw:: conducted 'pro-
grams of interest to parentsthe family-life section and the National

4 Council of Catholic Women. The family-life -èction has made prog-
ress since 1930 in the find Públication of leaflets and
pamphlets relating to the home a tafiiy life. uch pamphlets as
the following were issued: Christian Márriagb and the Family, the
Family, Christian Education of Youth, the Integrity of the Home,
Concerning Your Children¡Spme Guiding Thoughts for Parents. In
1933 Abe tonference prepared study outlines containing courses for
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study clubs on health education, parent andchild, and on the family.
Numerous-other publications have 'fen isued by this section.

cqnvention of the Catholic Conference on- Family Life was held
A

at Holy Cross, Ind., in 1936. *A part of the program was devoted
to matters of interest to teachers giving courses in family life and to
leaders of study groups.

The National Council of Catholic Women has fifrnished publica-
tions for the development of parent-teacher associations in parochial
schools, such as Suggestions for Catholic Parent-Teacher Associa-
tions, Developing_ Character in Our eChildren, and has prepared a
study outline on Parents and Childrefi, for the nse óf parents.
Among the: iinportant publications issued by the council in 1933
were two letilkts entitled "Motion Pictures, a Problem of the Natioh"
and "The Motion Picture Industry."

National Congress of tolored Parents and Teachers.The National
Congress of Colpred Parents and VAchers has bad a steady growth
in membership. In 030 the number of members was 11,381 and in
1935, 19,470. -

The congress has. been encouraging the organization of classes in
par6;nt: educa.tion. In- 1931 the president at the Oglethorp Practice
School of 'Atlanta University met a group of young mothers and
organized a .pArent-educati-on class. The course of six c. lessons was
conductedin the respective communities in which the mothers lived.
A resolution adopted by the congress in 1935 was to 'the effect that
parent4eacher associations everywhere place considerable emphasis
upoh homemaking and parental education.

National Congress of Parents and Teachers.The parent:education
*gram bf the Nationtil Congress of Parents and Teachers has been
extended to meet growing demands for service. Each year since
1930 a parent-education yearbook has been issued for the use of
study groups, and, in addition to this, a parent-education guidebook
has been prepared find published to aid leaders in the organization.
of .stuzly groups, methods of conducting groups, and to suggest
projects su4ab1e for these groups.

In 1931 .the )ational Congress of Parents and Teachers cooperiited
with the Offibe of Education in a joint conference on parent .eduça-
tion, called by the Commissioner of Education, in Hot Springs, Ark.
Specialists in education and professional leaders in parent education
toolyparthin the conference ho which the main subjects discussed
related to changing backgrounds of home and family life, parent-
eduction probjerns at different lexels, professional training of leaders
in parent education, and to utilizing foKes for parent educatión.
A report of the csoftference` on parent education was issued under the
title "E\ducation for Home and Family Life."

A program of parent education is gitining.strength in this organizto
tion whose membership reported in 1937 in all States aggregated.,,

t.
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2,056,777. In this same year 148,450 parents *ere prganized in 8,039
study groups. Guidance publications are issued annually by
organization. Some of the 'more recent ones are listed as follows:
Home Play in Rural Areas, Young Lives in a Modern World, Why
Your Child Needs a Health Examinatiön, High-School Associations,
the Rural Parent-Teacher Association, and numerous other pamphlets
and leaflets..

National Councirof Parent Education, Inc.The National Council of
'Parent Education, Inc., has depended for the most part for its financial
support ppon the grants of the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial
and the General Education Board. It has given an advisory service,
called conferences of parent education workers, developed standards
of procedure, informed parent-education workers as to NN hat is going
on in this field, worked to coordinate community agencies having
varent-education projects, has sponsored research projects, and has
created materials which may be used to aid in planning activities for
'community organization. A bimonthly service bulletin card Parent
Education is distributed to members of the council and other organ-
izations.

Protestant Episcopal Church.The National Council, Department of
Religious Education of the Protestant Episcopal Church, experimented
in 1933 with outlines wbich had been prepared for leaders of paren'ts'
discussion groups on the subject Helping Parents Solve Their Prob-
lems and other pertinent subjects. In the same year a study in parent-
church cooperation was nlade -tinder the auspices of ihe child-study
commission of the church. A list .of pamphlets and books on_ child
development ande family life and a leaflet containing an outline on
the Parent-Teacher Relationship were issued in 1936.

United Parents' Associations.Parent education is the major pur-
pose of the United Parents' Association of .New York City, Inc., a
central federation of parent-teacher associations, pi' motIA's clubs,
(:Òhnected with public or piivate schools. In 1934-35 it was reported
that 207 pu.blic and private-school associations weir members of the
federation. Of these, 27 were bigi*-school groups; *04.'were_ parents'
associations, 61 were parent-teacher associations, arid 25 were mothers'
clvbs.

PARENT EDUCATION IN STATE DEPARTMENTS OF EDUCATION

New York State Department of Educatio: The New York State De-
partment of Education is one of the two State deparuilents in which
there is a unit of administration' and service in parent education.
For 5 years the work of the bureau of child deVelopment and parental
education of this department was'financed by grants from the Laura
Spelman Rockefeller Memorial. These funds terminated in 1933 and
coincidentlx -a bill authorizing ihe bureaw) under public support was
passed by)%le legislature. The work of This bureAu is in charge of a

.1111r . aa ml.
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director and one assistant who are both trained specialists in the field
of child development and parent education. Services have been
given to universities and colleges in such activities a:k providing courses

in parent education and family relations; organizing facilities for co-

operation in training lay anti professional leaders of parents' groups;
formulating and administering research studies in connection with
parents and children.

Includ&I in the program for community services ere the following
activities: Organizing tvd conducting 'study groups for lay leaders
and parents; providing courses in family relationships; developing
opportunity fore consultation service; assisting in the organization of
parent-education councils, conunittees, institutes, con fereiwes, and
parent-teacher associations; and other activities, such as addressing
meetingl arranging tor newspaper publicity, and giving radio talks.

Annual State conferences in child development and parent education
were held under the auspices of the State department of education.
These brought together:lay leaders, professional lenders, and parent-
education workers for joint discussions. Reports of these conferences
from year to year indicate that special emphasis 'is placed upon the
need to insure 0-rowth in leaders and in community parent-education
programs.

The Bureau of Child Develownent and Parent Education has pre-
pared and issued in printed form a circular on-Types of Parent Edu-
cation Groups and its reports from year to year present detailed
information as to the progress that is being made.

California State Department of Education.the California State
Department of Education also established a successful project in Nrent
edipention under foundation grants. The project included the active
cooperation of State and local parent-teacher associations and the use

of existing organization& State, county, and local school funds were
used in developing the program. When the grants were terminated
in 1931, the bureau of parent education began operating under appro-
priations in the State budget for education. The department gives an
advisory and counseling service, provides supervision and training for
lçadership and guidance in the selN.tion Of subject matter; and
prepares guides and other materials.

During the year 1935-36 a new progrtim for the direotor of parent
education was instituted in oilier to interpret parent. education to pro-
fessional groups. The direcjor glive most of the time auring the year
to service at institutes and instruction in State teachers'.colleges.

Some of the materials issued by the State Department of Educa-
tion for this work since 1930 are: Objectives for Parent Eduçation in
California, Objectives and Procedures for Parent Educatioh, Public
Schools and Parent Educjaion, The emergency Education Program
in California, Handbook for Rural *Parent-Teacher Associations,
California Parent-Teacher Itandbook on. Secondary Educittion.

J.
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Penn,sylvaniv Stale Department of Public Instruction. In 1931 the
superintendent of public instruction of Pennstivania appointed a
subcommittee "to appraise current parent-education programs and
activities and to study the needs and objectives of parent education
and to formulate ways and means of promoting, organizing, har-
monizing, and continuing parent educatioi)." Iectin2- find confer-
ences in 1933 resulted in the formation of the Pennsylvania Council
for Parental Education. The council met in 1934 and organized
with representatives of 30 organizations and planned projects which
included the development of leadership training centers in conneètion
with colleges and universities in the State. In 1935 it was reported
that the membership of p'arents in study groups in Pennsylvania
had reached about 25,000. The State department of public instruc-
tion issued as one of its Pennsylvania curriculum studies a bulletin
entitled "Parent Education," to help school people desiring to create
a program of parent education.

State vocational home-economics prograws iriclude parent education.
Parent-education programs Etre conducted in State departments of
education as a pail of the home-economics programs under voca-
tional-education funds in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and many
other States. In the three States named there are many cities carty-
ing strong parent-education programs in public-scbool systems under
the guidance of trained directors of parént _slucation. Some of the
cities having programs are: Fort Worth, Dimag, Houston, Lubbock,
Tyler, and El Paso, Tex.; Little Rock and Fort Smith, Irk.; and
Tulsa% and Oklahoma City, Okla..

or

STATE AND CITY COUNCILS FOR PARENT EDUCATION

State and city councils for parent education have been foruied to
coordinate activities and to redue oveilapping and duplication of
work of groups having programs. hese councils seem to be gradually
increasing.

State councils.In at least six tates Colorado, Iowa, Massa-
chusetts, New York, Pennsylvania anct 'VermontState councils
were functioning in.1935. In addition to the coordinating functions
of these councils, they sponsor in some instances annual gr periodical
conferences and some of them issue printed news bulletins or sponsor
weekly radio broadcast. They formulate plans and policies for the
development of sound methods and practices in parent education
and also set up worth-while objectives for groups needing and desiring
suggestions for programs in this field of education.

City councils."Council," "conference," and "committee" are
terms that seem to be used interchangeably to designate parent-
education units organized for coordinating purposes in cities where
many agencies are working alone on parent-education programs.

.
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City councils have been instituted in Boston, Buffalo, Pittsburgh,
Schenectady, Syracuse, St. Louis, and in Toronto, Canada. In
Rochester, N. Y., tlwre is a conference on parent educatAn. In
Schenectady there was at first a parents' commit tee which developed
into the Council for Adult Education. This council ziow consists of
representatives of 35 separate agencies.

Some' of the councils 'report that they act as a center of information
on all phases of parent education and child development ; finance lay-
leadership classes; encourage instruction and research in this field;
conduct institutes and demonstrations; give publicity io parent-
education problems; and discover State find local parent-education
needs.

PARENT EDUCATION IN CITY SCHOOL sYSTEMS

Many city school systems in New York State, Texas, Arkansas,
'Oklahoma, and in California have inaugurated parent-education proj-
ects under public-school funds. These projects have been suqessful
in Albany, Amsterdam, Binghamton, Mount Vernon, Roctiester,
Schenectady, and Syracuse, N. Y.; in Berkeley, Long Beach, .Los
Angeles, Pasadena, and other cities in California; in Fort Smith and
Little Rock, Ark.; and in Dallas, El Paso, Fort Worth, Houston,
Lubbock, and Tyler, Tex. In Austin there is a parent-education
project conducted under the extension division of the University of
Texas. Oklahoma City and rulsa, Okla., have directors in charge
of parent education. State leadership is furnished in the State home-
economics program. In most of the cities named above, directors of
parent education are employed by the boards of education.

In some cities persons working in a related field such as li9me
economics or adult education give part-time service in parent educa-
tion and some superintendents of schools rport that they give part-
time service to the work.

The parent-teacher association is an important asset in arousing
interest in the developing programs of parent education in city school
systems. According to reports, parent education is generally ini-
tiated into the school system in response to the dèmands and interests
of parents' organizations.

Many superintendents ,of schools depend twon their directors of
parent education to keep parents informed of the purposes of the
school's program and particularly of the changes that become neces-
sary in a progressive school system. In the Binghamton public schools,
for instance, the director of parent education prepared outlines for a
course for parents' study groups on new trends ip education by which
parents were made aware of why changes are snècessary in education,
in sulject content, and in teaching methods. Another course was
prepared on home-school relationship.

.
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION

University extension work is of wide variety and comprehensive t).

to the adult needs which it serves. It employs fot its purpose such
techniques of instruction as conferences, demonstrations, lectures,
institutes, exhibitions, correspondence study, and various kinds of
classroom practices. Instruction of a credit and noncredit type in an
increasing number of subject-matter fields is offered on the cullege
level (including graduate work), the secondary level, and without
reference to any specific level. In the ia:=t case the educationd

:op
experiences are provided with a purpose peculiar to the needs of adult
groups and their ability to profit by instruction.

Bittner,'7 writing on university and college extension work in 1936,
sa'ys:

* * * almost every section of the population is at times brought into
contact with some phase of extension. In the formally organized class and
correspondence couNes the number of adults whose average age is about 30 is
variously estimated to hp between 200,000 and 300,000, the latter estimate
including part-time students in afternoon and evening classes at the college
seat. In 48 institutions the total enrollment in 1934-35 was 285,548; the
total number of individuals, 18J,49S. Thirty-six of these institutions re-
ported an enrollment of 67,114 in distinctly noncredit classes. The informal
"general" extension services reach many hundreds of thousands, and, if agri-
cultural extension is included, the total runs into millions.

In the same article Bit tner further says:

During the depression university and college extension in most Staty
increased its scope, serving new groups in special ways. A notable develop-
ment was the adaptation by the State universities of Nebraska, InCliana,
Minnesota, followed by others, of correspondence courses for use in locally
supervised classesgroup study by mail for students unable to attend college.

The data on enrollments in various types of university-extension
-work, presented on the following pages, are from the Report of the
Committee on Statistics *and Research of the National University
Extension Association:38

Bittner, W. S., In handbook of Adult Education, 1936, the American Association of Adult Education,
New York.

SP Bittder, W. S., Indiana University, Bloomington, Intl.
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ENROLLMENTS IN VARIOUS TYPES OF

Institution

Extension

Total in cpedit Total in noncredit
CIUSSeS

En-
roll-
meut

1 Utiversity of Alabama
2 University of Arizona
3 University of Arkansas
4 University of California
6 University of Chicago
6 University of Colorado
7 Columbia 1.:niversit3'
8 University of Denver
9 University System of Georgia

10 Harvard University
11 University of Ilawail
11 University of Idaho
13 University of Illinois
14 Indiana University
15 Iowa State College
16 State University of Iowa
17 Kansas State College
18 University of Kentucky
19 Louisiana State University

.20 Massachusetts Department of Education
21 University of Michigan
22 University of Minnesota
23 University of Missouri
24 University of Nebraska
25 University of New Mtxico
26 University of North Carolina
27 University of North Dakota

,28 Ohio University
-29 University of Oklahoma
30 Oregon State System of Higher Education
31 Pennsylvania State College
32 - University of Pennsylvania
33 University of Pittsburgh
34 Rutgers University........
35 University of South Dakota
38 Syracuse University
37 UnIversity of Tennessee
38 Texas Technological College
39 University of Texas
40 University of Utah
41 University of Virginia
42 State College of Washington
43 University of Washington
44 Washington University
45 West Virginia University
48 i College o William and Mary
47 University of Wisconsin

2, 492
145
536

27, 912
5. 373
1, 058

15, 376
249

1, 370
1. 302
4 252

In-
divid-
uals

3

2.492
116
428

7, 304
3 557

630
.I 5, 084

914
970

4 218

421 1

8, 997
298

380
3, 81u

cittsses

En- .! In-
roll- divid-
ment uals

4

0

44
13, 062

558

101

5

0

44
7, 079

232

415

0
887
844

1. 717
4, 720 3, 102

490

27, 394
3, 812 3, 284
8,096 5, 291

632 300

179
366
117

537

2 577 870
125 125

1, 358 740
179 77

4 197 2 323
4 982 2 237 9, 098
3 787 3 787

10 725 4 292
3 2, 431 1 081 3676

48 32
3 068 1 , 644 30
1 252 750 575

155522 458
575 462

1 590 1 416
2 021 1 394

190
1 611 1 472 878
4 163 3 255 1, 757

40 14 1, 954,

210 200
8 666 6, 248 6, 023

415

20 20
405 4u5

733 563
2, 588 I 1, 692

841 554

5, 461
52

338

22
462
142

51 51
141 3 141

775
1, 382
1, 954

2, 525

4

4
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UNIVERSITY EXTENSION WORK, 1935-36

59

Correspondence or home study

Active enroll-
ments

En-
roll-
ment

In-
divid-
uals

7

College
credit

En-
roll-
meat

8

In-
divid-
uals

3, 090 2, 105 3, 090 2, 105
282 175 282 175

1, 625 1, 393 1, 494 1, 2Z6
3, 422 2, 380 2, 457 1, 638
4, 213 3, 577 3, 852 3, 271
2, 728 1, 671 1, 967 1, 249

3 2, 500 3 2, 500 (1) (3)
83 83

2, 255 1, 668

Correspondence or home study

Noncredit High-school
courses I courses

En-
roll-

ment

........
23

965
92
27

(3)

In- En-
divid- roll-
uals ment

11

20 108
742
1 78 259

74

13

Reading
courses

En- I In-
roll- divid-

meat uals

14 16

97

3 220
48

10
1 680

2s
347

New enroll-
ments for the

year

En-
roll-

ment

16

In-
divid-
uals

17

2, 354 1, 603
432 341

1, 055 904
2, 939 2,034
2, 116 3 1,796
1, 763 1, 119

741 576
Mike

5 5 5
687 584
512 476 512

1, 994 1, 616 1, 495
476

1, 518

1, 978 1, 838 '1, 978
1, 006 794 701

725 630 701
981 707 978

1, 838
552
613
705

8

25
3

91

23 247
3 21

90

195
14

173

33

1, 502 825 1, 415 775
3, 108 2, 513 2, 772 2, 216
1, 316 3 1, 280 1, 200 1 1, 160
3, 759 2, 296 2, 062 1, 429

209 165 209
1,032 I 804 993 774

859 700 725 600
719 991 726

2, 251 1, 585 1, 176 897
1, 590 1, 251 1, 272 1, 028
1, 617 1, 140 1, 247 848

87
99

50
90 237

116
2 1, 6953

153

24

207
3 100

871

db e 411. w

39

75
300

30

47 243
264 20

139 121

764
1, 074
1, 792

597
81

820
788

544
755

1, 434
507

73
.....

679

750
1, 03 2
1, 749

566
81

t.
537
722

1, 399
477
73

3 989

100

688
176 2, 320

18 sto 10

613
463

1, 621

820
1, 110

569
633

4, 298

1, 687
1, 419
2, 518

209
1, 469

539
432

1, 313

703
3 820

521
445

1,443
1, 234
1,503

165
1,077

248
1, 786 1, 170

973 771
934 670

446

1

7
2

1 13
42

8 313

2 29

15
-

7
33
29
28

14

232

50

232

1, 254
2, 020

447
71

800

-----
893

1, 634
372

63

8, 657 8, 068 4 9 4, 324 I 3,744 4, 076 3, 707

2
3
4
a

7
8
9

10
11
12

14
15
18
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
87
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
46
46
47

a

:6"-`

!

le

In-
divid-
uals

1?

.0

........
8

.............. ........

400.006.

. 1,0605

I

761

........

654 12 11 15 .

......

4,008

.1

a

13

5

.

a

;

I I I

I

i

...... fai ........

1

5
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ENROLLMENTS IN VARIOUS TYPES OF UNI

a

Institution

1

University of Alaharna
2 University of Arizona
3 Universit y of Arkansas
4 Universit of Calif9rnia
5 University of Chicago
6 University of Co1nrtilf,

. Columbia University
8 University of Denver
9 i Unixersity System tof Georgia

10 Harvard Universit y
University of Hawaii .

12 ! rniversity of 1(10%o

Correspondence or home st udy

College credit
course..

Enroll-
went

ls

2 374
432
97'5
210

1, 9:).7
1. '.:03
(7)

Noncredit courses

uals
Enroll-

i ment
;

uals

19 29 21

1, 603
341
S39

1, 473
2 1, 645

630

15
I 729

43
17

I

12

; 36

1, 4s2 i 1, 129 1,4%2 1. 2.:9

13 -\ University of Illinois
14 Indiana tnilersity.
15 ! Iowa StMe College
16 ; State UniVersity of Iowa
17 1 Kansas State College
18 I University of Kentucky
19 Louisiana State University
20 Massachusetts Department of Education
21 University of Michirtri
22 University of N1innesota
23 University of Nfissouri
24 University of Nebraski
25 University of New Mexico
2+1 University of North Carolina

University.of North Dakotl
28 Ohio University
29 University of Ok1ahrAna
30 Oregon State System of Higher Eilucation
31 Pennsylvania State College
32 University of Pennsylvania_
33 University of Piltshurgh
34 Rutgers University

1niversity of South Dakota
Syracuse University

4r4i 432
1, 52s 1, 5

820 7o3 i

12 2 612' ; 16
553 512 2
630 443

35
3t5
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

University of Tennessee
Texas Technological College
University of Texas
University of Utah.
University of Virginia
State Collegeof Washinglon
University of Washington
Washington University
West Virginia University
College Of WilUarn and Mary
University of Wisconsin

/10

1,512 1, 2%z1 1 51 51
1,237 1, 01
1, 2:43 849 3 2

209
1, 429 1, 039 40 :044

400 360
(.) (_) (.) )

719 490
774 639 I 55 t 26
696 500 177 150

306 175
241 192

1,185
1, 970

430
71

485
6S5

1, 593
355

63

612

2, 173 2,007

S 1 7
1 1 1 1

I ,
9 9

-1 I

1

1

6 1, 903 6 1, 780 .

I

Bole footnotes at eond of table.

4
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11

I

........
.

%1
!

Individ-

L

I
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17
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VERSITY EXTENSION WORK, 1935-36Continued

Correspondence or home study Short courses, institute?, etc.

High-school Reading
courses courses

En- ' In- i

roll- 1 di v id-
ment : uals I

;
.

61

Short courses Institutes Lecture series Fc re mnn
tralining

Fn- ! In- En- In- En- . In- En- En- In-'roll-
ment

1 divid-
uals

roll-
went

divid-
uals

roll-
ment

i divid- .

nals
roll-

ment
div id-
tials

roll-
ment

;

uals !

23 24 ' 2$

62 12

129 1091 7
68 30 ! e 475 242

88 , 801 90

262
14

O 3

, 124
I 182

1, 229

88

T3
153 1 84

2

111
154 _

636 .

85

1, 067
i 144
¡ 11

I.

67

680
106

10 50 it

69 56
42 34
16 16

15 ........
12 11

232 (232

32 33

1

2
3
4

. _ 5
6
OD

26 27 30

_

2.5.3n5 i

17.
72

,

5()
i

31

; -

a

.
. ,

192 101

1, 954 I.

,
,

i

!

-

I 3,000 . _ _ _ _ _ _

12'' i

3, 606
9

10
ele)

---I. I 11

12
326 326 39 39 13

120 120 50 50 300 i 300 ; . _ 14
2 47, 2 15

3, 11 3, 511 16
175 175 17

25 25 181,369 1,369 150 150 19

782 3 635
1.374 1, 358 19. 355 3 6.130 ................

(10) u116.120 22
23
24
25

II 1, 350 co
211

._ 27
28

._ 29
301,69; 1, 693 1,303 1, 303 s85 g,s,5 748 748 31
32

13 1, o 1 1, 016 . 33
34475 _ _ _ _ . 872 672

111 387 35
104 104 36

188 630 22 37

.1

120 3120 ....... 38
2

1

21 136 136 1, 892 1.800 54 39
1, 079 1, 079 40

500 :500 200 I 200 . 41
6 42

236 236 1,103 1,103 258 214 43
34 34 2, 053. 2,053 44

358 358 45

270 I 2,045 345 1_
4487

4

'a

raw..

.111111

;

' I
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ENROLLMENTS IN VVIOUS TYPES OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
ORK, 1935-30--Continued

1
2
3
4
a
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
37

39
40
41
42
43

.44
45
48
47

Institution

University of .....
University of Arizona
University of Arkansas
University of California
University of Chicago
University of Colorado
Columbia University
University of Denver
University System of Georgra
Harvard University
University of Hawaii
University of Idaho"
University of Illinois
Indiana University
Iowa State College
State University of Iowa
Kansas State College
University of Kentucky
Louisiana State University
Massachusetts Department of Education
University of Michigan
University ot Minnesota
University of M issouri.
University of Nebraska
University of New Mexico :-
University of North Carolina
University of North Dakota
Ohio University
University of Oklahoma
Oregon State System of Higher Education
Pennsylvania State College
University of Pennsylvania
University of Pittsburgh
Rutgers University
University of South Dakota
Syracuse University 1.
Univers!ty of Tennessee
Texas Technological College_
University of Texas
University of Utah
University of Virginia
State College of Washington. ,
University of Washington
Washington University
West Virginia University
College of William and Mary.
University of Wisconsin

410

Short courses, institutes, etc.

Other types

Enroll-
ment

1,405

Individ
uals

35

1,405

2,532

1 50, 000
1 1,431

8, 535

52,400

15, 070

260
417

86
175

1,000

1, 988

Total short courses,
etc.

Enroll-
ment

84

1, 405

324
14 125,395

17, 047
250

2, 632
3, 606

Individ-41
uals

Alms&

$7

1, 4 0 5

324

3, 101
122

3, 940

22

140, 000
1 1, 390

8, 535

832

...... .10

2 50,365
1, 901
2,472

12,046
175

2.5
1, 519

72,129
1,161

1/2

40,365
1, 870

12, 046
175
25

21351

7,488
116, 755

1, 350

15, 070

'659

61, 974

1, 922
175

I 1, 000

19, 699 lb, 699

1,016
932
804
104

2 199
1 254

, 1,700

1 697
2 087

368

1, 016
1, 806

144
62, 814

120
3, 943
1, 254

I 1, 700

1, 553
2, 087

35s

2, 315

I Includes enrollments in both credit and noncredit courses.
I Estimated.

Included in active enrollments.
4 Adult education division conducts afternoon and evening campus school. Enrollment, 2,358; indi-

tviduals, 792.
Special examinations given.
Includes high-school courses and reading courses.
Included in new enrollments for the year.

I W PA adult education clams and classes in workers' education were conducted under the auspices of

the general extension division of the Oregon State System of Higher Education; also. tbe W PA pro;eCt in

correspondence study (No. 628) which began Jan. 8, 1936.
I 432 different lectures.

379 different lectures.
II Estimated attendance.
11 Includes institutes.
11 Offered only in summer session.

Attendance.
a

The program of the InAiana University Extension Division is illus-

trative of the services re/Welted by a well-developerplan of extension
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ADULT EDUCATION 63

work by a State higher educational institution. The division renders
two classes of services, the extension teaching' service and the public
welfare service. The former service includes correspondence cotu-ses,
regular class co&ses, and lectures. The correspondence work is
organizeNs a bureau of the division giving courses both in higb-school
and college subjects for credit and also college cotirses without credit.
A total of 250 courses was offered by mail in 1935, with a total course
enrollment of 9,956, and. an individual student enrollment of 5,283.
Half the credits required for the A. B. degree may be earned in exten-
sion class and correspondence coursés. In 1935 there were 1,073
individuals and 1,342 course enrollments in correspondence work.

Class instruction by rne extension $renters is given in many
places in the State. If in any Indiana community as many as 20
persons organize for the purpose of pursuing a subject included as an
extension course, the university will provide an insti-uctor on a
weekly' or biweekly basis. In 1935 there were 403 classes in extension
work with a class enrollment of 8,614, and an individual student en-
rollment-of 4,210.

The lecture. bureau of the extension 'division renders service on a
State-wide basis to communities and groups of persons desiring to keep
abreast 6f the times on current questions. The bureau fee for a
lecture is $15, and no charge is made for travel. On this basis, staff
members from nearly every department of the university are Onus
made available for lectdre purposes.

The public 'welfare service of the extension division gives direct
s.ervices and cooperates with agencies throughout the State that have
for their objective services to meet community needs of. a welfare
nature such as those related to health, Child welfare, antrcivic con-
ditions. The general types of activities carried on by this service
include aid to organizations, clubs, and public and private agencies
efigaged in welfare and educational wo?k; for example, the State
Health Council, the Indiana Federation of Music Clubs, and the
Indiana Federation of Art Clubs.

In addition, the public welfare serviqe includes a bureau of parent-
teachers associations, a bureau of child Welfare, a public discussion
bureau, and a visual instructien bureau. Included in the services
rendered by the parent-teachers association bureau is aid to the
Indiana Congress of Parents and Teachers "in coordinating and
standardizing the various sfudy and reading courses mid in setting
up a certification system for these courses.". The bur-eau of child
welfare works with agencies and organizations in ihe State, carrying
on child-welfare activities, rendering advisory services, and supplying
informational material, including motion-picture films, exhibits, and
paçkage libraries. The public discussion bureau assists local organi-
zations in providing,programs for the discussion of educational, civic,
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and social proglems. rt furnishes reading and study materials Sflfl(1

gives counsel in. the selection of current problems of .public intvest.
The exte%nt of 'this service is indicated by the f6Ilowing data, taken
from a report for 1934-35 of the Indiana University Extension Divi-
sion: Package library loans, 5,881; plays lent for inspection, 2,812;
.club study package loans, 334. Tile visual instruction bureau sup-
plies on loan a large number of laritern slides, motion pictures, and
exhibit materials to both schools and community agencies. Com-
Munity agen6.es, representing adult education activities, included in'
the seiv.ires of illis.bureau, numbered 209 in the year 1934=35, and the
number of ?roups 'served approximated 650.

PRIA§ON EDUCATION

While the detailed reports on the education programs of many of the
prisons throughout the country reveal a pathetic situation, -the study
of the programs in the prisons over a term of years is encouraging.
Contrast, for example, iThat Austin 14. Mac.Cormick said in 1931 with
what he said in 1936 relative to prison education. In tbe former year
he asked the question, "Whatis being done in the fruitful educational
sfieldivpresented by the hundred thousand inmates of our PIrisons and
Jeformatories 'for men and women, who are for the most part wader-
educated adults with some capacity for education and time to devote

t.tto it?'t and Nanffered it in the following words: "Taking the country
as a whole; w'e are tolerating a trigic failure. 'Of all the fields in which
the American penal institution gives evidence of futility, education
xery nearly heads the list. I Not a single complete and well-rounded
educational program, ade-quately financed and staffed was encounfered
in, all the prisonOn the country. In lessAliga dozen prisons is the
work extensive endugh or effective enouglror sufficiently well supèr-
vised to rise above the level of mediocrity." "

In 1936 Mr. MacCormick wrote: 4°

The milleniurn in prison education has not yetarrived, but American pri.sons
have unquestionably become education-conscious in thAast few years. * * *
In current news notes one reads suCh items as thit an all-time high in vo1un-6

tary enrollments for educational work has been refitted at the United State:-.
Northeastern Penitentiary; that 71 percent of the prisoners received at.the
Federal Reformatory at Chillicothe during the past year enrolled in some form
of educational work; that the first school in the history of the institution has.
been started at the Nevada State Penitentiary; that&the new school building
at the Norfolk (Mass.) Prison Colony has been completed; that in 1936
development of the educational department of the Michigan State Prison

J'ackson will surpass its 1935 accomplishments, already subst4ntia1 enough;
thatjlie inmates of San Quentin, largest prison in the country, continue to

'earn-higher grades than those of free students in the University of California
ext&ision courses.

to MacCormick, Austin H. The education of adult prisoners. National society of penal information.
1931. 4 a

4. MacCormick, Austin H. Pris6neas' progress. Journal of adult education, 8. 254-68, June 1936.
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Between the two periods reported by Ir. MacCormick prozress- in
prison education was reported in 1933 in e Handbook of .11ncricaN
Prisons as follows: "

* * * The field of academic educat1 shiiw-s a gcneral upwa I trend.
Old-fashioned grade-scllool curricula and merhods are giving way, to the
more suited to the needs and interests of.adults. hidi\ iduhlized instruction,

-through correspondence cyurses, Lind in the classroom, is the predominating
note in the reorganization of the educational work in a Jarge number of.
institutions. Vocational educOion has pot entirely kupt pace with academic.
Niapy institutions still preserve tile fiction of "trade training," while other-,
realizing that it is only fictions, hAve given it up without ha\ itut anything to
substitute in its place. In viéy of tIde relativelt small number of prisi)ner;
who possess the qualifications of skilled nwchanies, the nwager opporttuip
for teaching anything Inore than the rudinients of a trade under intittitional
conditioN, and the difficulty of a n;an's finding employment in a
occupation after his release, it ecms 'evident that vocational training in
penal institutions wi lave to emphasize general industrial competence
rather than technical 4i1ls the majority of _prisoners. Just how the work
will be organized on a traini vel is not yet clear and, unfortunately, any
advances along this line must await the solution of the prison labor problem.

Reforms in prison education were initiated .11'y the Federal Gov6rn-
ment in 1930 through provisions for trained edlicational staffs for its
prisons and reTormatories. This forwafd step was followed by im-
proved practices in instruction and the broadening of the ,curriculuni
to indltide 6ultural subjects. The State of New York followed the
'exam.ple s'et by the Federla Government.

\Major factors in* the striking changes of the last 5 years in New York
institutions were the surveys and reports of the so-called"Lewisohn Commis-
sion, the appointment of:Walter M. Wallack, a trained educator, as director
of educarion in the Elmira Reformatory, his transfer later to the newly
created position of directói of education in the Stiite department of correc-
tion, and the appoint-Merit _hy.Qovernor Lehman of a commission on prison
education, which included some of the leading educational and penal experts
in the State. This commission has been persisient and active; its work
has now been consolidated hy the inclusion in the current State budget of
substantial sums for new educational pettonnell equipment, and supplie in
all State institutions. The way in which Elmira, the grandfather of educi--:
tional reformatories, has bell completely reorganized and revivified is a
story in itself * * *. But it is at Wallkill * * * that a demon-

. stration of Nation-wide significance is being carried on. °

In 1934, by means of a grant from a foundation, there were seured
for Wallkill:

Two well-trained men, Howard L. Briggs, vocational specialist, and Glenn
M. Kendall, curriculum specialist. They were charged particularly with
establishing a program of social. education: With selecting the content and
method of both academic and vocational education. The curriculum labor-
atory of Teachers eolleger.Columbia Upiversity, prepared special teaching

_material with that end in mind * * * .
.

41 Handbook of Amami Prisons and Reformatories. New Vork. Tb Osborne.Associatión, Inc., 1933.
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Classes are held duiing both the day and evening hours. In the evening
alsci ....organized dramatic, musical, journalistic, and public-speakiniz
groups meet. An avocational shop is available for those who wish to u.(.
their- leisure time in pursuing hobbies. Prisoners have free access to the
library and can stend their spare time in its attractive reading rooms.

None of the educational work at Wallkill is cNmpulsory, with the excep-
tion of that for a few illiterates. Yet 56 percent of the prisoners are enrolled
on a voluntary basis;.last year the figure aras only 21 percent. Eighty-two
percenfule the library.42

With reference to the Wallkill program, Howard L. Briggs, speakinr
before the meetin.g of the Adult Education Associationin 1936, said:

Much research is necessary to determine the effectiveness of the work, and
that effectiveness will probably always depend, to a large extent, upon .the
treatment of the prisoners during their period of parole. Our jòb within the
prisons is basically one of the reformation of attitudes and the ptocting of
skills that will enable our inmates to adjust themselves happily and effectively
to a free society when they are restored to it.

.

No ac.count, however brief, reviewing progress in 'prison education
Fould be complete without a statement còncerning the &ogre= in the
United States Industrial Reformatory at Chilico"the, Ohio. This is
one of the newer Federal penal institutions, establisiied in 1926.
While the institution receives first offenders who are mow than 17 yeirs
*of age, 90 percent are not over 35 years of age while most of them are
not more than 25 years old. The dominant objective is "socialized
education," adapted to the conditions. of penal life and the needs of
the inmates: N..

Both general and vocationál courses are ilicluded in the pro.gram.
The day school of this institution, in which attendance is-compulsory%
is conducted on a halfklay basis and is devojed to teaching the tool'
subjects to Witeratesitand near illiterates through the fifth-graxle level
as deterihined by the new Stanford achievement test. In the evening
School. work in the elementary %grades is_ continued and selective
courses ari;3 provided in such subjects as science, health, occupations,
citizenship, and government, as these apply to everyday life. Inddi-
,tiotl,,instruction is given in such school subjects as arithmetic,A

English, and history. Voc4tional work thit icarried on in the class-
rooms includes -the theory of éleictricity,irdrafting, typing, and short-
hand. Voctitionalqrainhig in 4c6iytruction and maintenance is given
by means of work about the bitildings and grounds.

The practices followed i instruction,. the seleCtion of curriculyin
subjects, andithe examination tsiiid testing of the irimates for the pur-
pose of classifying them Lind providing suitable programs for their
rehabilitation, all.give evidence of careful experimental and research .

work in prison-educational problems. An outstanding piece of work
s

°I Austin H. MaeCornalek, Prisoners' progress. Journal of adult education, 8: 264-4 June:1936.
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is a reearch study investiga ting reading material for adult illiterates
and near-illiterates.Q

With referenge to test and other personal data and information on

inmates, Allen L. Shank, supervisor of education, says:

Educators in penal institutions, who are confronted with developing tech-
niques in planning of training programs tor.inmates in their respective insti-
tutionS, will find that the problem embodies the proper testing, diagnosis,
and appraisal of factual informatiop ccincerning the inmate as a basis for
definite functioning programs of guidance and training. . . . The educational
department keeps a folder on each man as a cumulative filé in which appears
the initial Stanford achievemelit test, an interview record sheet, a copy of

admission summary, school records, and samples of the man's school work.
On the interyiew sheet is a photograph and other identification information,
record of schooling claimed, educational age, Stanford achievement test
grade, psychological rating, length of time spent in school, kind of school
attended, and other general information that can be secured about the man's

. school career and work experience. All of these data, as well as other iaiscel-
laneous infoimation, are kept in this cumulative file.

The United States Northeastern Penitentiary, which is another
one of the newer Federal institutes, opened in 1932, emphasizes
the importance of studying and recording data on the inmates'
capacities and history. Each individual is given the Stamford achieve-
ment test, following which he is privately interviewed for information
relative to the man's interests, aptitudes, aspirations, and intentiöns
upon release. Based upon this information, a tentative educational
program is outlined.

A recent report of the institution on its educational program states
that:

At the beginning of each fiscal year the director eduthflon is allotted a
budget, against which are charged all expenses incwred by his department for

ND textbooks, equipment, and school supplies. . . . The paid or "civilian"
personnel consists of the director It education, thé assistant director, two
supervising instructors, and a stenographer-clerk. . Except for a certain
-amount of demonstration teaching doneeby supervisors, all direct teaching
is done by inmates.

Courses on a high-school level are made available to those who can
profit by the instruction; correspondence or cell study is provided for;)

"those for whom it is feasible; vgscational training is giveli to selected
individfials, about 10 percent qualifying .for thi,- work. About 50.
percent of the inmates are on the roll for instrudtion in some course.

The necessity for suitable and adequate educational programs hi
penal instituaons is apparent when the increasing prison population is
considered. . According to compilations made from data co*kined
in the Handbook' of American Yrisons and Reformatories, 1933,
pfison population approximately doubled from 1924 to 1933. In the
lattèr year there were more that 12,000 in Federal civil prisons and

41 For further details see ProgramProjects and Studies in Curriculum Making. Mutational Depart-
ment, Vaned States Industrial Reformatory, Chillicothe, Oblo.
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reformatories and about 146,000 in State prisons and reformatories.
The follow inLr data from a recent report show the extent of educational
programs in Federal institution:

QT'ARTERtX REPetRT OF EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENTS OF FED-
FPLATI PENAL INSTITUTIONS, JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH, 1n7

[The (!ata are averages for the period]

Institution

Mo.

Penitentiaries

A leatraz
A tLolta
Fort Lea v enworth
Leavenworth._ ..
Lewisburg
McNeil Island

Reformatories

Alderson
Chillicothe
El Reno_

Jails

La Tuna._
M ilan
New Origins ,

Camps

Dupont
M ontgomery
Petersburg

Hospital

Springfield

Total.

Total
popu-
lation

2 i

Tot al
Total enrollment in

school keviernicenrn11- 'and
ruent

.; general
-gLisse

43 I

.111 2.962
1 397
2.
1 ,

1,

1,

277

945
377
006

529
246
846

503
485
326

1661
206.
681

581

1,
45

174
344
917
540 I

722

367
566
364

127
128
66

40
37

170

17

45
877
159
50i
415
8.54

311
25
384

146
127
64

47
25

168

12

15, 503 6, 684, 428

Voca-
tional
group

5

I Outside

t I

38
63

105 I

70

257
343

19

Inside
corr".-

f
corre-

sprindence,spondenee'
courses courses 1

45
93

4

26

7

235
1n3
620
2S6

27

6

32 1

2

U2 233

4
10

1

3

1, 302

Nun-. her
riven

standard

tionaltests

Numt.er
nf enun

selinz ;try:
guid Ince

inter-
; VieA b

s I

21
232
152

M
18 73

6

1.)61

HAI
400
21)6

21u

0.

137

1, US

43
3

17

18

1* 828

01'

ADULT CIVIC EDUCATION THROUGH PUBLIC FORUMS

Outstanding among the newer types of agencies for adult educa-
tionif not new at least a very mdk,11 modified form of an old type of
agencyis the public forum for the discussion #of public affairs. The
developmmt, of this type of Adult education agency is a conseqtience
of the increasing interest that the great bulk of our poPulation is mani-
festing in social-civic conditions encountered in everyday experiences,
and the visiot of a few. educatiopt leaders who saw tin opportunity
for using educaiion facilities and tecbniques in providing a means for
capitalizing upon this interest, to 'the end that public thought in regard

fe to public. questions might be improved. With reference-to this grow-
ing intereit on tie part of the masses, J. W. Studebaker in Office of
Education Bulletin, 1936, No. 6, Adult Civic Eduotion. says:
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ADULT ED1TATION 69

These people can be tied into an educational process, if our educational
system is so organized as to permit the masses to go into the sel:oolhouAcs
and other convenient meeting places in all the Communities of the Nation,
and there, with the help of capable forum leaders, carry forward a free and
many-sided discussion of public affairs. .

The forum method, properly manazed, is basically educational and flind-a-

mentally democratic. It develops the willingness to give and take, to ex-
chanwe opinicns and share infurination;Ntu respeci the rights uf ()then, it, the
expression of honest beliefs. The forum ttehnique, when w idely practiced,
is an antitoxin against the disease germs of an authoritarian dogmatism.

Me basic assumption of the public forum is that truth is not the monopoly
-Itqlny individual, class, or group, shut rather the rcsult of a cooperative

se7;trch-4441 a continuous process of public sharing.

The Ilandbook of Adult EductioD in the United State I 936, !_rives

a brief veolunt of more than a score of forums conductod in various
partof -the United States. An -1 na1:sis4 their administrotive or,rrtni-
za tion, their support, and their programs c:liow varia t ions. Some
o these foriims are organized and administered jointly by the public
schools and local civic and sccial 'organizations, some by social and civic
organizations alone, some by school,: alone. some by universities, some
by public libraries, and a few by religious organizations. Their sup-
port includes eitber one or some combination of the following means:
Subscriptions, admission fees, educational foundations, anti contribu-
tions by supporting friends. Their sessions may be Iwld on any day

i of the week including Sunday. Meetings are usually held we.ekly.
Their programs deal with topics related to such subjects as public

welfare, social and civic problems, race relation, national and inter-
national affairs, literature' and art, sociology, drama, labor unions,
social security, curi.ent economic and political philosophies, municipal
government, -.)revention of busines; depressions, parental problèms,
travel, cultural and social developments in EurOpe, international rela-
tions, birth control, social credit, and peace.'

In 1935 and 1936, the Office of Education was allotted from the
Federat Einèrgency Relief Appropriation sums in excess of $600,006
for a public forum próject. This project eigliblished demonstration
centers with community-wide programs similar to *the one which has
been operated in Des Moi4§, Iowa, in recent years. In their opera-
tion the demonstration centers employ, in addition to highly trained
specialized forum leaders, unernpktyed teacherslibrarians;and clerical4
assistants. The fifst forum programs were opened in three ldcalities in 40

Febrnary 1936. Since that time forum centers have been established
in the following 19 States: California, Colorado, Minnesota, New
Hampshire, -West Virginia, Tennessee, New York, Kans.as, Arkarisas,
Orepn, Conneeticut, Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Texas, Washingiim, Wisconsin, and Utah.

The forum demonstration centers were selected after a conferencé
called by Commissioner of Education, J. W. Studebaker, of outstand-
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e

ing persons interested in education and social and public welfare
problems. The centers operate under the auspices of the local boards
of education and in each center the public-school superintendent is
named 'as the administrator of the local project. The purpose of this
Federal project, administered by the Commissioner of Education, is
to demonstrate the techniques and the Value§ of this kind of an adult
education program. The basic principles laid down for organk'ing
and conducting the forum centers emphasize: (a) Local responsibility
and control. Each project is organized and manted by the local
educational authorities under the policies prescribed by school boards
and suggested by advisory committees. (b) Selection of forum leaders
by the local agency of public education. (c) Subjects for discussion to
be determined by the local management with the aid of local advisory
committees. (d) Not fewer than 10 forum meetings are to be held in
each neigliborhood in the community. (e) The meetings are to be free
to the public. (f) Each demonstration is to contribute a report on the
experiences and research work.

The forum centers..were located in districts that differ widely both in
size and general characteristics. For eiample, Pulaski County, Ark.,
agriculturally a cotton community, with Little Rock as the Main cen-
ter; Sedgwick County, Kans., with -Wichita, lying in the wheat arid
oil fields; the city and county of Schenectady, N. Y.; Minneapolis,
Minn.; Orange County, Calif.; Hamilton County, Tenn., with Chat-
tanooga as its main center and the TVA not far: distant.

From the scores of subjects discussed in the different forum qnter&
the following examples show the wide range of social civic questions
considéred at these public meetings:
Where will our good neighbor policy lead us? Capitalism and religion in the mod-
ern world. Democracy, past and present. Consumers' cooperation in Sweden.
The Supreme Court, guardian or gag of the Constitution. Fapcism or democ-
racy. Social significance of the Tennessee Valley Authority. New aspects of the
Monroe Doctrine. Good local government. Solving the unemployment prob-
km,. Who are the war makers? Can we make private enterprise self-regulat-
ing? Life begins with fine arta. Prime prevention. America's role in world
affairs. Economic nationalismfact or policy? Growth and significance of
consumers' cooperatives.

The size of the programs in 17 different centers in operation tit the
samé time is shown by the following data taken from the re.p.ort for one
month: Neighborhood 'meetings beld, 1,274, with an atlendance of
101,072; luncheon meetings, 35, with an attendance of 2 ,028 ; small dis-
cussion meetings, 51, with an attendance of 1,561; city, county-wide
meetings, 5, with an attendance of 53,854; number of different leaders,
118; library books checked out at meetings, 199 pamphlets.sold at
me s, 1,381; pamphlets distributed at meetings, 15,828; applieca-

r-librftry cards, 16; radio programs, 242
Each of the forum demonstration centers is to prepare a Anal report

" containing information on the organization and operation of its pron
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grams and other material that will be useful for the further develop-
ment of public forums for the discussion of public affairs. An idea of
the value of such a report may be had from analysis of the content
of the final report of the Colorado Springs forum in operation from
March 16, 1936, to May 31, 1937. Tbis report contains more than
500 mimeographed pages vk ith an abundance of illustratPd material
such as maps of the regions served, poster materials, and printed pro-
grams. The report deals with the following topic: Measuring the
results of the programsdealing with practical results of the programs,
their effect upon the community, and reactions received relative to
the programs; problems .of administration; administrative organiza-
tions; librar3,' service; promotional work, cooperation with high schools
and the Colorado College; questions of procedure; plans formulated for
the continuation of the forum progfam in communities.

J. NV. Studebaker in The American Way " says in reference to the
need for public forums:

If we are to have that trained civic intelligence, that critical open-dninded-
ness upon which the practical operation of a democracy must rest, we must
soon take steps to establish throughout the Nation an impartial, comprehen-
sive, systematic, coordinated, and competently managed system of public
forums, publicly supportediand publicly administered.

In the same publication the authordridicates the values to be derived
from public forums as follow:

Public forums .make certain definite contributions to effective citizenship.
They make available to all citizens impartial Analyses of national and inter-

national problems which could otherwise be obtained only by extensive
reading.

They place at the service of the adults of the community txperts who are
trained fn the art of impartial analysis of complicated issues..

They continue through adult life the habit, of learning. We once thought
9 that only the young could learn; now we know that adult experience makes

learning more effective.
They encourage adults to consult mpre intelligently the information avail-

able to them in printed form. Through reading lists Kepared in' cooperation
with public libraries and presented and frequently referred to by foi um lead-
ers, adults are encouraged to read more widely and effectively.

They create a new teaching profession, the profession of forum lea4dersliip,

with both schorarly training and the ability to apply the best available knowl-
edge to.the solution of the practical problems of national life.

Thty develop among adults the technique and habit of discussion. Not
only do forums become stimulating arenas in which opinions are exchanged,
but the forum habit carries over beyond the "forum hour."

* * , the public forum provides an opportunity to discuss public
issues. it helps to make clearer the close connection between these issues and
the personal problems of the younger generation. By such means it helps to
break down youth's indifference to the problems of government. By draw-
ing yigorous young minds, fresh from the work of school,lnto even niore Big-

*ant and practical learning situations, the public forum can make a rich
iontribution to a more creative public opinion.

41 Studebaker, J. W. The American Way. New Tork, McOraw-Hill.Bod CO., 1936.
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In brief, the essentials of a public forum are (1) an asserriblage of people,
(2) a capable leader, and (3) an important subject of current interest for
discussion.

The general objectives are (1) exchange of infórmation and point of view;
(2) development of tolerance and open-mindedness, based upon practice in a
kind of critical thinking which establishes habits of caution in accepting
conclusions. This type of thinking and analyzing creates a desire to search
for more definite evidence before a tentative conclugion becomes a conviction.

CONCLUSION

The past few years have seen the course of adult education greatly
strengthened in public) thought. In theory,at least, there is general
if not universal recognition of the need for providing education ta
opporMntities for adults that will result in better public practices
and conditions that affect the social group as a whole and in' increased
individual efficiency and happiness and an improved social viewpoint.
In practice there is a continuing increase in the number and kinds
of educational subject-matter areas including for adults, the number

°oft adults participating in these educational experiences,- and the dif-
ferent kinds ql agencies rendering educational services to adults.
More-over, there is slowly developing a body of principles that is
serving- to give direction to the adult-edwalion movement end
which offers prbmise of an eventuating philosophy for adult educa-
tion so sound in its doctrine that it will stand the proof of any touch-
stone for social service or public responsibility.

A hopeful indication for the future .development of a program of
education for adults is the.interest manifested in it by die lay public,
an interest that is not merely receptive but active and articulate
not only in the creation of favorable public opinion, but in the forinu-
lation of objectives, the determination ol practices, and the adminis-
tration of the programs. .As-a consequence, the adult-education move-
ment is now fairly free from public criticism and has escaped the charge
made against many new educational movements, namely, that they
are fad§ and frills. Contributing to the developinent of this desirable
situation is the fact that adult echication is a program for adults under
the control of adults, that, in most instances, the results cif a program
in a local community are objective and easily checked for the realiza-
tion of the aims for which the program was inaugurated, and that the
values accruing aie immediate and, therefore, convincing to the offi-
cials who provided the program. The present favorable status of

.

adult education is well summarized by Wyer in the following state-
wilt: 45

Educators who a few years ago saw nothing to attract them in the field of
adultA education, are nów asserting with emphasis that in4it lie the greatest
educational problems and th'e. greatept educational opportunities of the
immediate future. Changing political, economic, and eveti philosophical

di Malcolpi Q. Wyatt. The Greatest Oooperator. Journal of Adult Education, 7: 28-40, January 1935
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thought, new inventions and new means of transportation are bringing in a
period of readjustment and development similar to that of the Renaissance.
In this New World the adult is as much concerned and as much constrailied to
acquire new knowledge and understanding as is.the college student.

George IS. Strayer, writing on the question of Broadening Adult
Relponsibilities in the Pub11c Schools in the June 1936 number of the
Journal of Adult Education; says:

e .4

The issue of the ability of the community to finance adult education has
been frequently raised. There is a history of fees charged and of an attempt
to reimburse the local school authorities, at least partially, for the cost of
instruction. This tendency will probably not continue, but rather, as has
been true in other areas of education, the full cost of the program will be
provided for in the local educational budget.

- We shall doubtless have to develop a more adequate system of State sup-
port. We already have the example of California hi-clr makes a per capita
allowance to localities for each adult enrolled. In the long run the develop-
ment of the adult-education program thrwighout the United States N ill
depend upon grants from the Federal Government.

The administration of the program will need to be placed in the hands of
men and women who have speeializvd in adult education. Tlw best housing
of the classes be provided-for hy the public-school buildings, the more
modern of which are equipped with lihrarins, Irt studios, music rooms,
auditoriums, shops, science laboratories, and all other facilities that make
a widely varied profflam possible.

It seems not tooloptimistic to visualize for the future a system of public
education for everyone, from the youngest child to the oldest adult. who
wishes to learn. j
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